MEETING NOTICE
AND AGENDA

SAN DIEGO CONFORMITY WORKING GROUP
The San Diego Conformity Working Group may take action on any item appearing on this agenda.

Wednesday, November 5, 2008

10:30 a.m. to 12 noon

SANDAG, Conference Room 8C
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA  92101-4231

Staff Contact:  Rachel Kennedy
(619) 699-1929
rke@sandag.org

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS

• FINAL GUIDANCE ON THE CONGESTION MITIGATION AND AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT (CMAQ) PROGRAM

• EIGHT-HOUR OZONE STANDARD RE-CLASSIFICATION UPDATE

• SAN DIEGO REGION CONFORMITY SIP DEVELOPMENT

Please contact Rachel Kennedy prior to the meeting if you wish to participate by conference call.

SANDAG offices are accessible by public transit.
Phone 1-800-COMMUTE or see www.sdcommute.com for route information.

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), SANDAG will accommodate persons who require assistance in order to participate in SANDAG meetings. If such assistance is required, please contact SANDAG at (619) 699-1900 at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting.

To request this document or related reports in an alternative format, please call (619) 699-1900, (619) 699-1904 (TTY), or fax (619) 699-1905.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2.</td>
<td>SUMMARY OF SEPTEMBER 3, 2008, MEETING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The summary for the September 3, 2008, CWG meeting is attached. The CWG is asked to review and approve the meeting summary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>PUBLIC COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Members of the public will have the opportunity to address the Working Group during this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4.</td>
<td>FINAL NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR LEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has released the final national air quality standards for lead. Staff will provide a brief presentation on these new standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5.</td>
<td>FINAL GUIDANCE ON THE CONGESTION MITIGATION AND AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT (CMAQ) PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On October 20, 2008, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) published the Final Guidance on the CMAQ program. FHWA staff will provide the CWG with an overview of the guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>2008 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (RTIP) AMENDMENTS NO. 1 AND 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SANDAG has received requests from member agencies to amend the 2008 RTIP. Exempt projects for Amendment No. 1 were distributed to the CWG for interagency consultation. Amendment No. 1 is scheduled to go to the Transportation Committee for action on November 7, 2008. SANDAG staff will provide the CWG with the schedule for Amendment No. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>EIGHT-HOUR OZONE STANDARD RE-CLASSIFICATION UPDATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The U.S. EPA staff will provide the CWG with a status update on the Eight-hour Ozone Standard Re-classification for the San Diego region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+8. SAN DIEGO REGION CONFORMANCE STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP) DEVELOPMENT

DISCUSSION

The federal Transportation Conformity Rule requires locally-developed procedures defining the process for interagency consultation on air quality and transportation planning documents. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) contains streamlined requirements for state conformity SIPs. SANDAG and San Diego County Air Pollution Control District staff will provide a status update on the development of the San Diego Region Conformity SIP.

9. OTHER BUSINESS

+ next to an item indicates an attachment

The next meeting of the San Diego Region Conformity Working Group is scheduled for Wednesday, December 3, 2008 from 10:30 a.m. to 12 noon at SANDAG.
SUMMARY OF SEPTEMBER 3, 2008, MEETING

Item #1: Introductions
Self-introductions were made. See attached attendance list.

Item #2: Summary of June 4, 2008, Meeting
No comments were made.

Item #3: Public Comments/Communications
There were none.

Item #4: Federal Highway Administration Project Level Conformity Determinations
Rachel Kennedy, SANDAG, shared a letter circulated by the Federal Highway Administration stating that thirty days are needed to make an air quality conformity determination once the required information is submitted.

Item #5: 2008 Regional Transportation Improvement Program
Ms. Kennedy stated that on July 25, 2008, the SANDAG Board of Directors made a finding of conformity for the 2008 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) and a conformity re-determination for the 2030 Revenue Constrained Regional Transportation Plan: Pathways for the Future and adopted the 2008 RTIP. The approved 2008 RTIP and its conformity document are available at www.sandag.org/2008RTIP. A conformity finding from the U.S. Department of Transportation is expected in November 2008.

Item #6: 2008 RTIP Amendment No. 1 Interagency Consultation on the Highway Safety Improvement Program
Ms. Kennedy described the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) as a federal program designed to provide improvements to reduce traffic fatalities. This program is administered by Caltrans and is required to be included in the RTIP. As a safety program, projects are exempt for purposes of conformity. Ms. Kennedy discussed a list of HSIP projects to be included in the 2008 RTIP Amendment No. 1, which will be heard at the SANDAG Transportation Committee meeting November 17, 2008, for approval. The projects will be listed as a lump sum in the amendment. Ms. Kennedy stated that she would distribute any additional non-capacity-increasing projects for Amendment No. 1 to the CWG for interagency consultation. There were no comments on the list of HSIP projects and Mike Brady, Caltrans, noted that the project list looked fine to him.
Item #7: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: Regulating Greenhouse Gas Emissions under the Clean Air Act

Ms. Kennedy stated that the U.S. EPA released an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on July 11, 2008, inviting public comment on the potential regulation of greenhouse gases (GHGs) under the Clean Air Act (CAA).

Ms. Kennedy explained that the recent ANPR is one of the steps EPA has taken in response to the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. EPA, where the Court found that the CAA authorizes EPA to regulate tailpipe GHG emissions if EPA determines they cause or contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.

Available on the EPA Web site, is the ANPR document, which summarizes much of EPA’s work-to-date and lays out concerns raised by other federal agencies. The Web site provides various documents describing the benefits and ramifications of including GHGs as one of the pollutants to be regulated under CAA.

The EPA is accepting comments on this topic during the 120-day public comment period that began in July 2008. Now is an opportunity for the Working Group to review what EPA has on their Web site and submit any comments or analysis of the proposed regulation.

John Kelly, EPA, offered to follow up with the appropriate staff regarding any specific questions or comments members of the CWG have about the proposed rulemaking.

Mr. Kelly explained that he has been reviewing contrasting perspectives on the proposed rulemaking, which cite both the advantages and disadvantages of regulating GHGs. A new group in the Air Division called Climate Change and Energy is responsible for this area along with other energy and climate change issues and programs. The contact from the new Climate Change Office is Ben Machol (415-972-3770; machol.ben@epa.gov). His team is small but growing and works on the Clean Diesel, Western Collaborative, Climate Change, and Energy policy.

Mike Brady, Caltrans, asked if the office of Attorney General Jerry Brown had commented on the proposed rulemaking. Mr. Kelly said that he had not heard of anything from his office and explained that because this is an official action, one could find the answer to that question electronically through the EPA Web site, as well as view all comments submitted by using the docket number (in the ‘how to comment’ section of the Web site). Comments are due on November 28, 2008.

Mr. Brady, Caltrans, pointed out that there are 324 documents on the Web site to view so far. The Working Group agreed that this number is small for an EPA docket, and will likely grow to the thousands.

Carl Selnick, San Diego Air Pollution Control District (APCD), noted that the conclusion of this administrator’s preamble/introduction indicates that the proposal is to not proceed and it will be taken up by another administration if they choose to proceed. Otherwise, the option is to address GHGs legislatively.
**Item #8: San Diego Region Conformity SIP Development**

Ms. Kennedy explained the federal Transportation Conformity Rule requires locally-developed procedures that define the process for interagency consultation on air quality and transportation planning documents. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) contains streamlined requirements for state conformity State Implementation Plans (SIPs). SANDAG and APCD staff have had some initial conversations about moving forward with a San Diego Region Conformity SIP.

Ms. Kennedy explained that SAFETEA-LU provides some guidance on how to incorporate the new rule into conformity SIPs. There are three main areas that need to be included relating to conformity:


2. **40 CFR 93.122(a)(4)(ii)**, which addresses written commitments to control measures that are not included in Metropolitan Planning Organization’s plan and Transportation Improvement Program that must be obtained prior to a conformity determination and the requirement that such commitments must be fulfilled; and

3. **40 CFR 93.125(c)**, which addresses written commitments to mitigation measures that must be obtained prior to a project-level conformity determination, and the requirement that project sponsors must comply with such commitments.

Mr. Kelly clarified that the second and third items are the only aspects of the conformity rule that need to be incorporated into the SIP. Because the EPA has streamlined the process, one does not have to incorporate the entire consultation procedures from the regulation into the SIP, particularly because locally conforming consultation procedures in the form of a Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) or Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) are already in place.

Mr. Selnick clarified that the San Diego region started out with an MOA/MOU and moved to adopted procedures, which were adopted by both SANDAG and the Air District Board.

Mr. Kelly stated that the EPA uses a checklist that helps to compare local regulations (adopted procedures) with the new rule – this does not actually change the structure of local procedures, but helps regions to match up the federal regulations with the local procedures. A notation indicating which regulation each part of the procedures relates to is all that is needed for the SIP. In summary, regions need to turn in only slightly modified two paragraphs and the notations – these together form the SIP.

Mr. Brady clarified the steps needed to conform: the region shall submit two slightly modified paragraphs and list of notations/checklist as the new SIP, which is then turned into Air Resources Board (ARB) and then ARB formally withdraws any other procedures on file. Ms. Kennedy and Mr. Kelly agreed that the Bay Area has an approved conformity SIP which can serve as a model. Their consultation procedures were not incorporated into the SIP, but rather were compared against the checklist and a notation where consultation procedures meet the new rule.

Mr. Kelly praised San Diego for pursuing this now, and hopes other areas of California will follow suit.
Ms. Kennedy suggested that SANDAG work with Mr. Kelly on the preliminary draft to bring to the CWG for feedback. The revised document would then go through the appropriate approval process at SANDAG and APCD.

Mr. Kelly strongly recommends filling out the aforementioned checklist and offered to e-mail the checklist to Ms. Kennedy to forward to the Working Group. The checklist is a good indication of what belongs and does not belong in the conformity regulations.

Mr. Kelly asked if SANDAG has its own public noticing and review processes. Ms. Kennedy and Elisa Arias, SANDAG, agreed that yes, there are procedures in place that comply with SAFETEA-LU.

Mr. Kelly said he would be available to assist in the process in any way necessary. He said there is a federal register notice October 12, 2007, with the proposal and direct final.

Ms. Kennedy asked Mr. Kelly to send the Federal Register Notice, copy of the Bay Area Conformity SIP, and the checklist to the members of the Working Group and thanked Mr. Kelly for the helpful information.

**Item #9: Other Business**

Mr. Selnik asked Mr. Kelly for an update on the Eight-hour Ozone Classification Rulemaking. Mr. Kelly responded that nothing has been published yet, but another draft was completed a couple of weeks ago and that is not signed to his knowledge.

Mr. Selnik said if a second draft is available, he would be interested in seeing what changes are being made to the document. Mr. Kelly offered to find out any new information and follow up with Mr. Selnik. Mr. Selnik mentioned that he would be interested to know if a proposal is to be released this summer or this fall.

Mr. Kelly responded that it should be proposed by the end of this summer or by the fall; it is waiting for EPA approval to go to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Before a proposal is published, if it deals with a nationally significant rule, it has to go to the OMB and they give approval after 90 days for the EPA to move forward with it. He added that there are staff shortages, which may cause it to take the entire 90 days, as staff on that notice was reassigned and he thinks Denise Gerth is the new staff assigned to that effort.

Amy Kratovil, FHWA, introduced the new Air Quality Specialist, Stew Sonnenberg, who will be taking over responsibility for SANDAG after the 2008 RTIP conformity finding is approved. Mr. Sonnenberg gave his contact information to the group: Phone: 916-498-5889; E-mail: stew.sonnenberg@fhwa.dot.gov.

Mr. Brady said that the 120-day letters for the new PM 2.5 standard were sent by the EPA and San Diego has been recommended to be designated as attainment, but Imperial County was not.

Sandy Johnson, Caltrans, noted that ARB designated only the City of Calexico as non-attainment rather than the entire County as the EPA did. Ms. Johnson said it would make sense to designate the Imperial Valley area to be consistent with the PM10 designation, which is only for the Valley.
Mr. Kelly asked if there is any pollutant that covers all of Imperial County. Mr. Brady responded that the ozone boundary is the entire county, but the PM10 is only the Valley.

Mr. Kelly asked which districts (transportation, air pollution control) cover all of Imperial County. The group clarified that the air district corresponds to the county boundary. The Transportation agency is Imperial Valley Association of Governments (IVAG), which is part of SCAG.

Mr. Kelly said the EPA policy has been to propose larger boundaries and have local representatives tell the EPA where to make it smaller. It is difficult for the EPA to pick townships or other specific areas without specific feedback from the regions. The only areas that were not expanded were pollutants that already are designated county-wide. All other city-level California boundaries were expanded.

The EPA is required to give all parties a ‘heads up’ on these decisions at least 120 days before an action is taken if the EPA is going to disagree with their recommendations, during which there is opportunity for jurisdictions to respond and provide feedback. If no comments are received, the EPA jurisdictions will stand.

Mr. Brady suggested that ARB will probably send back comments.

Mr. Kelly clarified that the EPA only has to interact with the states and tribes. There are two basic processes and no requirement to respond to the public directly.

Within 60 days, the EPA wants to see where states and Tribes stand to disagree so that there is time to digest those comments. There also is a 30-day comment period for the public.

Mr. Brady suggested that the key is for Caltrans to get any statistics necessary to him so that he can pass them along to ARB.

Ms. Kennedy and Mr. Brady confirmed that there will be a November 13 Statewide Conformity Working Group meeting which will be held in Fresno.

Mr. Kelly pointed out that the new Eight-hour Ozone standard of 0.075 parts per million, came out March 12, 2008. The U.S. EPA will issue final designations of attainment, nonattainment, and unclassifiable areas no later than March 2010 unless there is insufficient information to make these designation decisions. In that case, the EPA will issue designations no later than March 2011. For areas that are classified in 2010, SIPs will be due in 2013 and 2013 will be the first attainment date.

Mr. Selnik said that San Diego will be doing an Eight-hour Ozone plan for the 1997 standards in 2010 and the budgets in that plan will be applicable budgets until a new plan is done. He expects the rulemaking to require this. There were four episodes occurring in late May, early June, mid June, early July 2008, and the region has now been clean for two months. These episodes are mainly occurring at the Alpine station.

Ms. Kennedy announced that the next CWG meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 1, 10:30 a.m. to 12 noon and will have information out to the group a week in advance as usual. She thanked the group for participating.
## San Diego Region Conformity Working Group

### Meeting Attendance

#### September 3, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carl Selnick</td>
<td>APCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Brady (phone)</td>
<td>Caltrans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Gomes (phone)</td>
<td>Caltrans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Johnson</td>
<td>Caltrans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kelly (phone)</td>
<td>EPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Kratovil (phone)</td>
<td>FHWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stew Sonnenberg (phone)</td>
<td>FHWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Arias</td>
<td>SANDAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Kennedy</td>
<td>SANDAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Groves</td>
<td>SANDAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACT SHEET
FINAL REVISIONS TO THE
NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR LEAD

SUMMARY OF ACTION

- On October 15, 2008, EPA substantially strengthened the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for lead. The revised standards are 10 times tighter than the previous standards and will improve health protection for at-risk groups, especially children.

- EPA has revised the level of the primary (health-based) standard from 1.5 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m³), to 0.15 µg/m³, measured as total suspended particles (TSP). EPA has revised the secondary (welfare-based) standard to be identical in all respects to the primary standard.

- Scientific evidence about lead and health has expanded dramatically since EPA issued the initial standard of 1.5 µg/m³ in 1978. More than 6,000 new studies on lead health effects, environmental effects and lead in the air have been published since 1990. Evidence from health studies shows that adverse effects occur at much lower levels of lead in blood than previously thought.

- Children are particularly vulnerable to the effects of lead. Exposures to low levels of lead early in life have been linked to effects on IQ, learning, memory, and behavior. There is no known safe level of lead in the body.

- EPA estimates that the revised standards will yield health benefits valued between $3.7 billion and $6.9 billion. The benefits reflect an expected increase in lifetime earnings as a result of avoiding IQ loss. The agency estimates costs of implementing the standards at approximately $150 million to $2.8 billion.

- In conjunction with strengthening the lead NAAQS, EPA is improving the existing lead monitoring network by requiring monitors to be placed in areas with sources such as industrial facilities that emit one ton or more per year (tpy) of lead and in urban areas with more than 500,000 people.

- Also as part of this notice, EPA describes the approach for implementing the revised standards and provides an implementation timeline.

REVISIONS TO THE STANDARDS

Primary (Health) Standard
• Based on a review of the full body of evidence, EPA has determined that the 1978 standard of 1.5μg/m³ is not sufficient to protect public health with an adequate margin of safety.

• The Agency is revising the level of the standard to 0.15 μg/m³ to provide increased protection for at-risk populations against a variety of adverse health effects, most notably effects on the developing nervous system.

• Like the 1978 standard, the new standard will be measured as the concentration of lead in TSP, reflecting evidence that lead particles of all sizes pose potential health risks.

Secondary (Welfare) Standard
• To provide increased protection against lead-related welfare effects, EPA is revising the current secondary standard to be identical to the proposed primary standard.

• A significant number of new studies have been conducted since 1978 that associate lead pollution with adverse effects on organisms and ecosystems. However, there was not enough evidence linking various effects to specific levels of lead in the air for EPA to select a different level for the secondary lead standard at this time.

DETERMINING COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARDS

• EPA has revised the averaging time and form of the lead NAAQS. These are the air quality statistics that are compared to the level of the standards to determine whether an area meets or violates the standards.

• EPA changed the calculation method for the averaging time to use to ‘rolling’ three-month period with a maximum (not-to-be-exceeded) form, evaluated over a three-year period. This replaces the current approach of using calendar quarters. A rolling three-month average considers each of the 12 three-month periods associated with a given year, not just the four calendar quarters within that year.

LEAD AIR QUALITY MONITORING

• EPA is redesigning the lead monitoring network to assess compliance with the revised the lead standards.
  • EPA will require state and local monitoring agencies to conduct monitoring taking into account lead sources that are expected to, or have been shown to, exceed the standards. At a minimum, monitors must be placed in areas with sources of lead emissions greater than or equal to one ton or more per year, to measure the maximum concentration.
EPA also will require a monitor to be operated in each of the 101 urban areas with populations greater than 500,000 to gather information on the general population’s exposure to lead in air and ensure protection against sources of airborne dust containing lead.

EPA Regional Administrators may waive the source-oriented monitoring requirements if the monitoring agency can demonstrate that emissions from the source will not contribute to maximum air lead concentrations greater than 50 percent of the revised standard, or 0.075 ug/m³.

EPA estimates that 236 new or relocated monitoring sites will be necessary to satisfy these monitoring requirements. Approximately half of all newly required monitors are to be operational by January 1, 2010, with the other half of the monitors operational by January 1, 2011. In addition, some existing lead monitors will be left in place and will continue to be used as part of the lead monitoring network.

EPA is requiring lead to be monitored as lead in total suspended particles (TSP). The Agency will allow the use of lead-PM₁₀ monitors instead of lead-TSP monitors under certain limited circumstances: where lead is not expected to occur as large (ultra-coarse) particles; and where three-month average lead concentrations are not expected to be greater than or equal to 0.10 μg/m³.

- If a lead-PM₁₀ monitor measures three-month average levels greater than or equal to 0.10 μg/m³, then that monitoring agency must install and operate a lead-TSP monitor within six months.
- Lead-PM₁₀ measurements greater than the NAAQS are considered to be in violation of the standards.

IMPLEMENTING THE STANDARDS

- In this notice, the Agency is describing its approach for implementing the revised lead standards.

- For counties with violating monitors, EPA will use the county boundary as the expected boundary for nonattainment areas. The Agency will consider adjustments to that boundary on a case-by-case basis.

- EPA is not establishing classifications for nonattainment areas based on the severity of lead violations.

- The Agency will retain the 1978 lead NAAQS until one year after designations for the new standards, except in current nonattainment areas. In those areas, EPA will retain the 1978
standard until the area submits, and EPA approves, attainment and/or maintenance demonstrations for the new standards. This will ensure continuous public health protection.

**Estimated Timeline for Implementing Revised Standards**

- States are required to make recommendations for areas to be designated attainment, nonattainment, or unclassifiable by October 2009. If tribes choose to submit recommendations, they must also provide them to EPA by October 2009.
- Final designations of all attainment, nonattainment and unclassifiable areas will be effective no later than January 2012. However, EPA intends to complete initial designations as soon as possible where data are sufficient from existing monitoring network.
- States are required to submit State Implementation Plans outlining how they will reduce pollution to meet the standards no later than June 2013.
- States are required to meet the standards no later than January 2017.

**LEAD AND PUBLIC HEALTH**

- Lead that is emitted into the air can be inhaled or, after it settles out of the air, can be ingested. Ingestion of lead that has settled onto surfaces is the main route of human exposure to lead originally released into the air.

- Once in the body, lead is rapidly absorbed into the bloodstream and results in a broad range of health effects.

- Children are most vulnerable to the damaging effects of lead because they are more likely to ingest lead due to hand-to-mouth activity and their bodies are developing rapidly.

- No safe level of lead in the blood has been identified.

- Effects in children include:
  - Effects on the developing nervous system including the brain. This can lead to IQ loss, poor academic achievement, permanent learning disabilities, and delinquent behavior. The effects can generally persist into early adulthood and can affect lifetime education and achievement.
  - Damage to red blood cells
  - Weakened immune system

- Effects in adults include:
  - Increased blood pressure
  - Cardiovascular disease
  - Decreased kidney function
HEALTH BENEFITS AND COSTS

- The Clean Air Act prohibits EPA from considering costs in setting or revising National Ambient Air Quality Standards. To inform the public, the Agency analyzes the benefits and costs of meeting the standards as required by Executive Order 12866 and guidance from the White House Office of Management and Budget.

- To estimate the costs of meeting the final NAAQS, EPA analyzed the cost of using both existing controls and controls that may be developed in the future for reducing lead from industrial sources.

- EPA estimates that at full implementation of the final lead NAAQS in 2016, the costs in that year will be approximately $150 million to $2.8 billion.

- To estimate the benefits of meeting the revised lead standards, EPA used peer-reviewed studies of health and welfare effects, and peer-reviewed studies of the dollar values of public health improvements.

- EPA calculated the benefits of avoiding IQ loss for children under age seven that would result from a revised lead NAAQS. Because expected lifetime earnings are related to IQ, we describe benefits as an expected increase in lifetime earnings at full implementation of the NAAQS in 2016. The estimate also includes co-benefits associated with other health improvements expected to occur as a result of fine particulate matter reductions resulting from controls applied to reduce lead levels. EPA estimates the revised standards will yield benefits between $3.8 billion to $6.9 billion.

BACKGROUND

- The Clean Air Act requires EPA to set national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for “criteria pollutants,” which include lead, ozone, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, and particulate matter. The law also requires EPA to periodically review the standards and revise them if appropriate to ensure that they provide the requisite amount of health and environmental protection.

- In response to a case filed by the Missouri Coalition for the Environment, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri in September 2005 ordered EPA to complete the lead NAAQS review by Sept. 1, 2008. The court agreed on April 29, 2008 to extend the deadline for signature of the final rule until Sept. 15, 2008. The court agreed on July 1, 2008 to further extend the signature deadline until October 15, 2008.

- Lead is a metal found naturally in the environment and present in some manufactured products. The major sources of lead air emissions have historically been motor vehicles (such as cars and trucks) and industrial sources. Motor vehicle emissions have been dramatically reduced with the phase-out of leaded gasoline, but lead is still used as an
additive in general aviation gasoline used in piston-engine aircraft and remains a trace contaminant in other fuels.

- Larger industrial sources of lead emissions currently include metals processing, particularly primary and secondary lead smelters. Lead is also emitted from industries such as: iron and steel foundries; primary and secondary copper smelting; industrial, commercial, and institutional boilers; waste incinerators; glass manufacturing; and cement manufacturing.

- Only two areas, the East Helena, Mont., area (including Lewis and Clark County), and Herculaneum, Mo. (in Jefferson County) are designated nonattainment for the current national ambient air quality standards for lead. The industrial facility contributing to the lead problem in the East Helena area closed in 2001.

- The United States has made tremendous progress in reducing lead concentrations in the outdoor air. Nationwide, average concentrations of lead in the air have dropped nearly 94 percent between 1980 and 2007. Much of this dramatic improvement occurred as a result of the permanent phaseout of lead in gasoline. However, lead continues to be emitted into the air from many different types of stationary and piston engine aircraft.

- In addition to dramatically decreased airborne lead concentrations, another indicator of progress in the reduction of airborne lead in the environment is the drop in children's blood lead levels over time. Since the late 1970s, average blood lead concentration for children aged 1 to 5 have dropped significantly, from about 15 micrograms per deciliter (µg/dL) to less than 2 µg/dL. However, new studies show that health effects occur even at very low blood lead levels.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

- To download a copy of the final rule, go to EPA’s Web site at: http://epa.gov/air/lead/actions.html

- For more information about lead in the air, go to EPA’s Web site at: http://epa.gov/air/lead/

All functions assigned under the Act shall be exercised utilizing the appropriate interagency groups prior to exercising the sanction authority delegated herein.

Any act, executive order, regulation, or procedure subject to, or affected by, this delegation shall be deemed to be such act, executive order, regulation, or procedure as amended from time to time.

Notwithstanding this delegation of authority, the Secretary or the Deputy Secretary may at any time exercise any authority or function delegated by this delegation of authority.

This delegation of authority shall be published in the Federal Register. 

Dated: October 1, 2008.

Condoleezza A. Rice,
Secretary of State, Department of State.

[FR Doc. E8–24916 Filed 10–17–08; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4710–10–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Highway Administration
[FHWA Docket No. FHWA–2006–26383]

Publication of Final Guidance on the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program

AGENCY: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), DOT.

ACTION: Notice of publication of final guidance.

SUMMARY: The purpose of this notice is to announce the publication of CMAQ final guidance. Sections 1101, 1103 and 1808 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA–LU) (Pub. L. 109–59, Aug. 10, 2005) amend the Legacy for Users (SAFETEA–LU) (Pub. L. 105–178; Oct. 1998). Through 2005, the CMAQ program and authorized $8.6 billion to support the CMAQ program and authorized project types to help inform the CMAQ project selection process.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mike Koontz, Office of Natural and Human Environment, (202) 366–2076, michael.koontz@dot.gov; or Diane Liff (202) 366–6203, diane.liff@dot.gov, or Harold Aikens (202) 366–1373, harold.aikens@dot.gov, Office of the Chief Counsel, Federal Highway Administration, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington, DC 20590. Office hours are from 7:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., e.t., Monday through Friday, except Federal holidays.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Electronic Access

Internet users may access this document, the notice of interim guidance and request for comment, and all comments received by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) by using the Federal eRulemaking portal at http://www.regulations.gov. It is available 24 hours each day, 365 days each year. Electronic submission and retrieval help and guidelines are available under the help section of the Web site.


Background

The CMAQ program was created by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) (Pub. L. 102–240, Dec. 18, 1991) and continued under the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA–21) (Pub. L. 105–178; Oct. 1998). Through 2005, the program supported nearly 16,000 transportation projects across the country. In SAFETEA–LU, the most recent authorization of the Federal-aid highway program, Congress amended the CMAQ program and authorized funding to support the CMAQ program in 2005–2009 (see sections 1101, 1103 and 1808 of SAFETEA–LU). More than $8.6 billion are authorized over the 5-year program (2005–2009), with annual authorization amounts increasing each year during this period.

This final guidance updates and replaces previous program guidance issued in 1999. It focuses primarily on project eligibility provisions and identifies the types of projects that are eligible for CMAQ support. It also provides information on how CMAQ apportionments are calculated and the geographic areas where CMAQ funds can be used; discusses the project selection process and requirements for analyzing emissions benefits from potential projects as part of the selection process; and examines Federal, State and Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) program administration responsibilities.

This final guidance includes discussions and discussions on new or highlighted CMAQ topics under SAFETEA–LU and, in particular, emphasizes diesel engine retrofits and cost-effective congestion mitigation activities as priorities for CMAQ expenditures. It also provides relative cost-effectiveness data on various eligible project types to help inform the CMAQ project selection process.

Discussion of Comments Received to the Notice of Interim Guidance

The FHWA published its Notice of Interim Guidance and Request for Comment on December 19, 2006 (71 FR 76038). In response to the notice, the FHWA received 42 comments. Of the 42 comments, 11 were submitted by or on behalf of transportation advocacy organizations, 9 were submitted by metropolitan planning organizations (MPO) or other similar regional governmental entities, 5 were received from State departments of transportation or other State government agencies, 3 were received from county governments, 2 from counsel representing transportation organizations, 2 from environmental advocacy organizations, and 1 comment was submitted by a private citizen. It should be noted that the total does not sum to the 42 docket entries due to duplication associated with edited and resent documents and separate submittals for attachments. The FHWA considered each of these comments in adopting this final guidance. Following is a section-by-section analysis of the docketed comments and the FHWA’s conclusions regarding issues raised:

Section-by-Section Discussion of Comments

Section IV. Priority for Use of CMAQ Funds

A total of 14 comments were received about the guidance’s treatment of project prioritization and selection for cost-effective CMAQ funded programs and activities, specifically diesel engine retrofits. The only comment received


regarding the priority of congestion relief projects (see comment below regarding the eligibility of single-occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity increases) pertained to items that are beyond the scope of this guidance.

Respondents suggested a spectrum of possibilities. Some, noting the flexibility of CMAQ as its biggest asset, recommended leaving the priority and selection to the local decision makers. In particular, many State and local agencies, and organizations representing State and local governments, pointed to the SAFETEA-LU savings language, which states that the CMAQ program is not intended to disturb the existing authorities and roles of governmental agencies in making final project selections.

Others suggested making cost effectiveness the sole reason to support project or program selection and sought mandatory set-asides for diesel retrofit projects. Some diesel retrofit manufacturers and related trade and air quality associations proposed new language for the guidance that would more strongly emphasize the priority of diesel retrofits. One group favoring priority of diesel retrofits proposed a number of ways that this could be done including: (1) Developing a point system for the award of CMAQ dollars to give (a higher) weight to retrofit projects; (2) utilizing an overmatch where the State share of funding would be greater for diesel retrofit projects, thereby necessitating less than a 20 percent match by project sponsors; (3) dedicating a specific percentage of total CMAQ funds to diesel retrofits; and (4) requiring States and MPOs, in situations where projects other than diesel retrofits are selected, to justify their rationale for choosing other less cost effective projects.

There were other comments proposing variations on the theme of putting more emphasis on the benefits of diesel retrofit projects through a ratio or weighting formula, such as those used in California’s Carl Moyer grant program. Some commenters also suggested that since some diesel retrofit projects reduced both particulate matter (PM) and ozone precursors, the final guidance should make these projects eligible for CMAQ funding in ozone nonattainment and maintenance areas as well.

In general, the comments received supported a balanced approach by maintaining the guidance language that promotes the idea that cost effectiveness evaluations should guide the program prioritization and project selection, with a special focus on diesel retrofit and congestion reduction, while also continuing to recognize that successfully improving air quality and reducing congestion depends on a diverse mixture of activities and efforts.

We believe that the existing language in the interim guidance provides adequate emphasis related to project priority and selection for use of CMAQ funds. Therefore, no changes were made to this section. Our decision not to change this section was based on our understanding of Congress’ intent in this matter. Section 1808 of SAFETEA-LU includes a “savings clause” that states, “[t]his paragraph is not intended to disturb the existing authorities and roles of governmental agencies in making final project selections.” The savings clause demonstrates, in our view, Congress’ understanding that many factors go into program funding decisions, and Congress’ intention that the statutory diesel retrofit priority not disturb existing authorities and roles in project selection. Thus, under the final guidance, State and local authorities remain responsible for the selection and prioritization of projects under the CMAQ program that will best reduce air pollution and congestion, while, at the same time, fit the local fiscal, transportation, environment, and political landscape.

Our conclusion regarding this legislative intent is further supported by the relevant legislative history. In addressing funding priority, the Conference Report on H.R. 3 (SAFETEA-LU) states: “The priority is further clarified to ensure that governmental agencies retain existing authorities and roles in making final project selections. These clarifications to the original Senate priority language are intended to retain needed flexibility in utilizing CMAQ funds while providing States with direction to focus on cost-effectiveness as an important consideration in distributing program funds.” H.R. Rep. No. 109–203, at H7462 (July 28, 2005)(Conf. Rep.). In addition, a subsequent section of the Conference Report, Priorities Provision in Diesel Retrofit, further expands on this point: “Conferences expect that other priorities can still be pursued with applicable funds. Priority is not absolute and exclusive. That is one reason why the paragraph also includes language establishing that this paragraph is not intended to disturb existing authorities and roles in project selections.” H.R. Rep. No. 109–203, at H7467 (July 28, 2005) (Conf. Rep.).

The statutory language and legislative history also support the FHWA’s decision declining to make changes proposed in a September 19, 2007, letter to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) by Senators Carper, Clinton, Isakson, and Voinovich, which we have placed in the docket. The letter requests that additional language be inserted in the final guidance to create a presumption requiring diesel retrofit projects to be funded first, and, further, requiring States and MPOs funding other than diesel retrofit projects to publish written justification for their selections. In addition, the letter requests revision of the definition of “cost effective” in the final guidance, by limiting that term to the cost per ton of emission reductions by pollutant.

In our view, the requested changes would remove or greatly diminish the authority of States and MPOs to make final project selections. The plain language of the “savings clause,” as well as that provision’s legislative history, discussed above, do not support additional limits on project selection or the imposition of a publication burden on States or MPOs. Adoption of the requested presumption would also limit the variety of eligible CMAQ projects and programs permitted under the statute (see 23 U.S.C. 149(c)). In addition, the requested revision of the definition of “cost-effective” would diminish the authority of States and MPOs to select a mix of project and program activities that best reflect the air quality and congestion challenges in their local areas.

The final guidance does, however, encourage States and local agencies to take the priority language into account when selecting and funding their CMAQ projects. One good example of how this might be undertaken is an outreach effort initiated by Oregon’s Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization (RVMPO), which sent a letter to 10 private companies within the Rogue Valley community to initiate a conversation about using Federal funding for diesel retrofits by inviting them to a diesel retrofit workshop to discuss how retrofits could benefit the various companies and improve air quality in the area.

Section V. Annual Apportionments of CMAQ Funds to States

Two comments called for a set-aside of CMAQ funds for diesel retrofit projects. Citing the importance of diesel retrofit projects, the respondents contended that a predetermined amount or percentage share of CMAQ monies should be reserved solely for diesel retrofits. The FHWA has neither the statutory authority nor the administrative discretion to establish or enforce such

set-aside. Funding under the CMAQ program is apportioned to the States after a limited number of takedowns (e.g., 2 percent for State Planning and Research (SP&R)). Other than this very limited amount of CMAQ set-aside, the vast majority of remaining apportioned funds is available to the States at their discretion, provided general project eligibility requirements are met.

Two comments were received supporting a change in the final guidance that would allow a 100 percent Federal share for diesel projects. Respondents asserted that the additional Federal-aid funding would serve as a financial incentive to generate greater interest in diesel retrofit projects. As with the creation of new set-asides, the FHWA lacked statutory authority to increase the Federal match on CMAQ projects when these comments were received. However, subsequent enactment of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, Public Law 110–140 (December 20, 2007) authorizes an increase in the Federal share of CMAQ funding up to 100 percent, at the discretion of the State for CMAQ projects obligated in FY 2008 and FY 2009. 3

Section VI. Geographic Areas That Are Eligible To Use CMAQ Funds

Several respondents requested clarification of the definition of ozone nonattainment areas, largely preferring removal of the qualifiers “one-hour” and “eight-hour” ozone. These comments were submitted in apparent anticipation of possible changes arising from recent court decisions that may or may not reinstate some of the requirements attributed to former one-hour ozone areas. In view of the uncertainties surrounding this matter, we have decided not to revise the definitions at this time.

In addition, similar comments were submitted in favor of consolidating the references to the two particulate matter terms. We have consolidated the terms in a few sections of the final guidance to avoid confusion between the two qualified-for ozone nonattainment areas. However, we have done so only where the qualifier was not necessary, i.e., where the plain term “ozone nonattainment area” was sufficient. References to both one-hour and eight-hour ozone in other sections were included by necessity. For example, in outlining our treatment of CMAQ eligibility for the former one-hour areas where eight-hour ozone designations were not forthcoming, we discussed the areas separately and, in turn, used the two distinct terms. We have retained this discussion in the final guidance. As for the treatment of the two terms for particulate matter—PM–2.5 and PM–10—the interim guidance did not make a distinction between the two levels of the pollutant, and we will retain use of the singular term “particulate matter” or “PM” in the final guidance.

One respondent made a case for modifying CMAQ geographic eligibility to include attainment areas, based on the need to provide resources to areas so they might avoid slipping into nonattainment status (i.e., use of the program as a preventive measure). While the commenter provides a compelling argument for application of CMAQ funding in attainment areas, and while there may be merit to such an extension of the program, the statute is clear that CMAQ funding is restricted to areas that are or were designated as nonattainment for ozone, carbon monoxide, or particulate matter (23 U.S.C. 149(a)). FHWA does not have the authority to make such a discretionary modification to fundamental, statutory eligibility requirements. Only those areas containing the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) that are identified by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as maintenance areas or required to file maintenance plan documentation are eligible for CMAQ investments.

Section VII. Project Eligibility Provisions

A number of respondents commented on the continuation of the 3-year limit on using CMAQ funds for operating costs, with responses both favoring the limit and calling for an end to this aspect of program eligibility.

The 3-year limit on operating costs has been retained in the final guidance. The FHWA discussed our preference for a limitation on using CMAQ funds for operational support in the interim guidance. We continue to look upon long-term, limitless, operational support as a practice contrary to 23 U.S.C. 116, which places the responsibility for maintenance of transportation resources on States. Ending the 3-year limit for operational support would be akin to shifting this maintenance role to the Federal level. The focus of the CMAQ program is to provide new or expanded transportation resources that provide an air quality benefit, not the long-term continuation and support of existing services.

One respondent called for the establishment of CMAQ eligibility for transit station rehabilitations. The commenter discussed the benefits of projects that seek to renovate or restore transit stations and terminals in need of repair, citing the corresponding increase in ridership that may ensue.

The FHWA and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) have a longstanding policy on transit station projects. Those endeavors that involve existing facilities must expand the carrying capacity of the station or terminal. This policy—written into the interim guidance—has been retained in the final guidance. The agencies are aware of the capital-intensive nature of these projects. No project that attempts to rebuild, renovate, or restore a major transit hub will be completed inexpensively. However, given the air quality goals of the CMAQ program, it is unlikely that restoration projects that leave system capacity at status quo levels will have any impact on network ridership and, hence, on clean air efforts. Both FHWA and FTA addressed this question in a January 2003 memorandum that elaborated on this policy. 4

There were a few comments calling for the clarification of eligibility for projects that targeted reductions in pollutant precursors. We have reviewed the interim guidance with such clarification in mind and have retained the language as written in the final guidance. The eligibility of ozone and particulate matter precursors is discussed in a number of areas of the guidance document, most notably in part A.3., entitled “Emission Reduction,” in Section VII. “Project Eligibility.”

One respondent called for the further extension of eligibility guidelines to include capacity expansions for SOV highways. The commenter asserted that the congestion mitigation aspects of the CMAQ program provide a rationale for such an expansion of eligibility. Use of CMAQ funding for the provision of additional capacity available to SOVs is prohibited by 23 U.S.C. 149(b). This prohibition was part of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, which created the CMAQ program and has been carried forward with each reauthorization of transportation legislation, including SAFETEA–LU. The sole exception allowed is for construction of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) facilities available to SOVs only at off-peak times of the day. The

3 “CMAQ PROJECTS—The Federal share payable on account of a project or program carried out under section 149 with funds obligated in fiscal year 2008 or 2009, or both, shall be not less than 80 percent and, at the discretion of the State, may be up to 100 percent of the cost thereof.” Sec. 1131(d).

4 This memorandum is available at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/stationm.htm.
exception includes HOV facilities that are available to High Occupancy Toll (HOT), low-emission, and other vehicles as authorized under 23 U.S.C. 166.

Several commenters objected to the interim guidance’s change in policy disallowing operating assistance for the initial 3 years of operations of major transit capital investment projects (New Starts). As stated in the interim guidance, this change was made to be consistent with FTA’s requirement that project sponsors establish long-term, dedicated sources of non-Federal funds for operating and maintaining New Starts. The point was made in the comments, however, that short-term, initial funding with CMAQ has never been a substitute for the development of long-term, non-Federal sources of funding, but rather has served as an important supplementary funding source, while fare revenue is growing at the start of system operations. FTA acknowledges that transit agencies that used CMAQ funds for this purpose in the past also went on to establish sources of non-Federal funding to support operations for the long term.

Another reason for the proposed change in policy was to return to the original intent in providing operating assistance under the CMAQ program. The original intent was to fund demonstrations of new types of service that could be easily terminated if they were not successful; it was not to provide operating assistance for permanent infrastructure projects. However, review of the types of projects that have received operating assistance in the recent past indicated a number of projects that are not “demonstrations.” Some were major transit capital investment projects that did not involve Federal New Starts funding. The review showed there is a history of supporting permanent infrastructure as well as the demonstration-type projects that were originally envisioned. In light of this, it would be inconsistent for such non-Federal projects to continue receiving CMAQ operating assistance while the same type of project, if federally funded, was denied CMAQ operating assistance. Therefore, FTA has decided to return to the previous policy of allowing operating assistance for New Starts. The wording in the interim guidance disallowing operating assistance for New Start projects has been removed.

One respondent suggested language that would prohibit States from using CMAQ funds to compete with services provided by the private sector. The Federal-aid highway program is a federally assisted State program. Consequently, the States exercise sovereignty in their project selection for all the Federal-aid highway program categories, including the CMAQ program. Under 23 U.S.C. 145, “Federal-State Relationship,” the States’ role in determining transportation projects is protected. Given this statutory support for the States’ position, the FHWA has no authority to amend the guidance with such a restriction, although we have retained our policy discouraging the use of CMAQ support for projects which may compete directly with private business services.

Section IX. Program Administration

Several responders commented that the burden of preparing and submitting the annual reports required for the CMAQ program is understated and that the schedule for submittals is somewhat aggressive.

We have outlined the burden or staff time requirements for the annual reports, as required under the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501–3520, in a separate Federal Register notice, 71 FR 67420 (November 21, 2006), and in our associated report to OMB. In view of the comments and further study of the issue, the FHWA has increased the time estimates for annual reports from the initial 6 hours for filing the report to a more representative 125 hours, which better reflects the necessary workload associated with compiling the information for State DOT’s, metropolitan planning organizations, and other units of government. The final guidance incorporates this change.

As to the schedule for submittals, we have extended the due date from February to March. This change was included in the interim guidance; we will retain the extension in the final guidance.

Appendix 4: Comparative Cost-Effectiveness of Potential CMAQ-Funded Retrofits

There were 16 comments on the treatment of cost-effectiveness data, specifically as they appeared in Appendix 4 of the interim guidance. Diesel retrofits manufacturers and related trade and air quality associations commented, as authorized under 23 U.S.C. 166, that the data for inspection and maintenance programs were no longer accurate. Commenters also noted that cost-effectiveness is only one of the selection criteria and should not be the sole basis for decision-making.

Since the release of the interim guidance, the EPA has released its own analysis of the cost-effectiveness of diesel engine retrofit technologies and other mobile source emission reduction activities as required by the SAFETEA-LU. As such, we have removed Appendix 4 from our guidance and have instead provided an electronic link to the EPA guidance document providing this research (http://www.epa.gov/otaq/stateresources/policy/general/420b07006.pdf). We intend to rely on the EPA data in determining cost effectiveness.

Authority: Sections 1101, 1103 and 1808 of Pub. L. 109–59

Issued on: October 7, 2008.

Thomas J. Madison, Jr.,
Federal Highway Administrator.
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The guidance contained in this document is intended to be nonbinding, except insofar as it references existing statutory requirements. In this guidance document, the use of mandatory language such as “shall,” “must,” “required,” or “requirement” is only used to reflect statutory or regulatory mandates and does not create new requirements. This guidance does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and should not be construed as rules of general applicability and legal effect.

I. Introduction

The CMAQ program was created under the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA)
of 1991, continued under the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA–21), and reauthorized by the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA–LU). Over $8.6 billion is authorized over the five-year program (2005–2009), with annual authorization amounts increasing each year during this period. Through 2005, the program has supported nearly 16,000 transportation projects across the country.

This guidance replaces the April 1999 version and provides information on the CMAQ program, including:

- Authorization levels and apportionment factors specific to the SAFETEA–LU.
- Flexibility and transferability provisions available to States.
- Geographic area eligibility for CMAQ funds.
- Project eligibility information.
- Project selection processes.
- Program administration.

Appendices 1–3 provide updated statutory language relating to the CMAQ program. Appendix 4 provides supplemental information on diesel retrofit projects.

Information on the current annual apportionment to each State and an electronic version of this guidance are available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/index.htm.

This guidance document has been prepared by the Air Quality Team in FHWA’s Office of Environment and Planning.

II. Program Purpose

The purpose of the CMAQ program is to fund transportation projects or programs that will contribute to attainment or maintenance of the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter (PM).

The CMAQ program supports two important goals of the Department of Transportation: Improving air quality and relieving congestion. While these goals are not new elements of the program, they are strengthened in a new provision added to the CMAQ statute by SAFETEA–LU, establishing priority consideration for cost-effective emission reduction and congestion mitigation activities when using CMAQ funding.

Reducing pollution and other adverse environmental effects of transportation projects and transportation system inefficiencies have been long-standing objectives of the Department of Transportation. The strategic plans for the Department of Transportation and for the Federal Highway Administration both include performance measures specifically focused on reducing air pollution from transportation facilities. The CMAQ program provides funding for a broad array of tools to accomplish these goals. By choosing to fund a CMAQ project, a State or local government can improve air quality and make progress towards achieving attainment status and ensuring compliance with the transportation conformity provisions of the Clean Air Act.

Reducing congestion is also a key objective of the Department of Transportation, and one that has gained increasing attention in the past several years. The cost of congestion, which negatively affects the U.S. economy, quality of life, and air quality, has risen dramatically in the last 25 years despite record levels of transportation investment. Some economists estimate that the overall cost of congestion to the U.S. economy approaches $200 billion a year. As a result, in May 2006, the Department of Transportation announced its National Strategy to Reduce Congestion on America’s Transportation Network (the Congestion Initiative) that aims to meaningfully reduce the economic and social costs of congestion on our nation’s highways and in other transportation facilities. This strategy can be found at: http://isdcc.dot.gov/OLPFiles/OST/012988.pdf.

Since congestion relief projects also reduce idling, the negative emissions impacts of “stop and go” driving, and the number of vehicles on the road, they have a corollary benefit of improving air quality. Based on their emissions reductions, these types of projects, including investments in improved system pricing and operations, are eligible for CMAQ funding. The Department believes State and local governments can simultaneously reduce the costly impacts of congestion while also improving air quality.

III. Authorization Levels Under the SAFETEA–LU

A. Authorization Levels

Table 1 shows the SAFETEA–LU CMAQ authorization levels by fiscal year. The CMAQ funds will be apportioned to States each year based upon the apportionment factors discussed in Section V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>Amount authorized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 2005</td>
<td>$1,667,255,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2006</td>
<td>$1,694,101,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2007</td>
<td>$1,721,380,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2008</td>
<td>$1,749,098,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2009</td>
<td>$1,777,263,247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Equity Bonus

Similar to the minimum guarantee under the TEA–21, the Equity Bonus in SAFETEA–LU provides additional funding beyond the authorized levels so that each State receives a minimum percentage of its gas tax receipts back in the form of Federal-aid funds.

C. Transferability of CMAQ Funds

Since transportation and environmental program priorities fluctuate, States may choose to transfer a limited portion of their CMAQ apportionment to the following Federal-aid highway programs: Surface Transportation Program (STP), National Highway System (NHS), Highway Bridge Program (HBP), Interstate Maintenance (IM), Recreational Trails Program (RTP), and the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). States may transfer CMAQ funds according to the following provision: An amount not to exceed 50 percent of the quantity of the State’s annual apportionment less the amount the State would have received if the CMAQ program had been authorized at $1,350,000,000. For example, if the annual national apportionment is $1.75 billion and a State receives $10 million more than it would have received if the national apportionment had been $1.35 billion, the State can transfer up to $5 million to other programs. Any transfer of such funds must still be obligated in nonattainment and maintenance areas. The amount of transferable funds will differ each year and by State, depending on overall authorization levels. Each year, the FHWA will inform States how much, if any, CMAQ funding is
transferrable and will track this movement of CMAQ funds. States also may transfer CMAQ funds to other Federal agencies. The SAFETEA–LU provides additional flexibility to complete such transfers when the receiving Federal agency has entered into an agreement with the State to undertake an eligible Federal-aid project. These opportunities apply to projects that have met all CMAQ eligibility requirements prior to the transfer.

D. CMAQ and Innovative Finance: State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) and Section 129 Loans

Projects with dedicated repayment streams, i.e., a consistent source of revenue, may be financed with loans through DOT’s innovative finance program as an alternative or supplement to CMAQ funding.

State Infrastructure Banks are State-directed programs that allow Federal-aid funds to be lent to sponsors of eligible Federal-aid projects (i.e., projects under Title 23 or capital projects, as defined by 49 U.S.C. 5302, are eligible). SIBs may be capitalized with several Federal-aid highway apportionments including the National Highway System Program, the Surface Transportation Program, the Highway Bridge Program, the Interstate Maintenance Program, and the Equity Bonus program. (Note: CMAQ may not be used to capitalize a SIB, but SIB funds may be used to finance CMAQ projects). State funds also may be used to capitalize the SIB. The State then receives repayments over time that can be directed toward other transportation projects. For example, New York State was successful in utilizing its SIB to implement two truck stop electrification projects along the New York State Thruway.

Section 129 loans (23 U.S.C. 129(a)(7)) allow States to use Federal-aid highway apportionments to make loans for projects with dedicated revenue streams (this is only applicable to highway, bridge, tunnel, ferry boat, and ferry terminal projects). A Section 129 loan may be used to construct a truck stop electrification facility if the facility is located on the Interstate right-of-way. The SAFETEA–LU establishes a new SIB program under which all States are authorized to enter into cooperative agreements with the U.S. DOT to establish infrastructure revolving-funds eligible to be capitalized with Federal transportation funds. The key difference between a Section 129 loan and a SIB is that a Section 129 loan usually provides financing to an individual project and funding a SIB capitalizes a financial entity that can assist multiple projects. The two loan programs have similar maximum allowable terms established by Federal law:

- Both public and private entities are eligible to be project sponsors.
- Repayments begin within 5 years of project completion.
- Maximum loan term is 30 years after project authorization (Section 129) or 30 years after first repayment (SIB).
- Interest rate may be set by State, at or below market rates.
- Loans can only be made up to 80 percent of eligible project costs (Section 129). For SIBs, loans can be made up to 80 percent of eligible project costs (although the non-Federal share can be reduced under 23 U.S.C. 120(b) if the sliding scale applies).

These innovative loan programs can increase the efficiency of States’ transportation investments and significantly leverage Federal resources by attracting non-Federal public and private investment, and provide greater flexibility to the States by allowing other types of project assistance in addition to grant assistance. This type of financing is important for new technologies or start-up businesses that may have difficulty finding financing in the private capital markets. In addition to SIBs and Section 129 loans, the FHWA also administers the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program, which provides Federal credit assistance to large-scale projects greater than $50 million.

The following example illustrates how a Section 129 loan could work to construct an idle-reduction facility on an Interstate right-of-way. A private party intends to build a stationary idle-reduction facility, and seeks grant funding for it from the State DOT. The idle reduction facility will eventually earn a profit by charging user fees, but since the capital costs are high, the private party needs assistance with financing the initial construction. Instead of providing an outright grant, the State could offer a loan of Federal-aid funds with flexible repayment terms. If the facility required $1 million for initial construction, the State could make a loan at 5 percent over 15 years. The State could accelerate the payments if the facility was more successful than expected, and delay repayment if the facility failed to meet revenue targets. The State could also build in credits for additional emissions reductions, providing incentives for additional loans or grants to idle reduction projects. More information on the DOT’s innovative finance program is available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovativefinance/.

IV. Priority for Use of CMAQ Funds

The SAFETEA–LU directs States and MPOs to give priority to two categories of funding. First, priority is for diesel retrofits, particularly where necessary to facilitate contract compliance, and other cost-effective emission reduction activities, taking into consideration air quality and health effects. Second, priority is to be given to cost-effective congestion mitigation activities that provide air quality benefits. Other projects also may be cost-effective. The priority provisions in the statute apply to the portion of CMAQ funds derived from the application of sections 104(b)(2)(B) and 104(b)(2)(C) of SAFETEA–LU, i.e., the CMAQ apportionment formula. They do not apply to areas where CMAQ funding has been derived from the minimum apportionment provisions.

In accordance with the SAFETEA–LU, the EPA has released a guidance document, The Cost Effectiveness of Heavy-Duty Diesel Retrofits and Other Mobile Source Emission Reduction Projects and Programs, which provides cost-effectiveness data on diesel engine retrofit technologies and other CMAQ-eligible activities. It is available online at: http://www.epa.gov/cleandiesel/publications.htm.

In addition, the Transportation Research Board published The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program: Assessing 10 Years of Experience in 2002, providing a number of effectiveness measures for both emissions and travel activity.

Though SAFETEA–LU establishes these CMAQ investment priorities, it also retains State and local agencies’ authority in project selection. The law maintains the existing roles and authorities of public agencies, and substantial shifts in local procedures are not required by the SAFETEA–LU. However, project selection should reflect the positive cost-effectiveness relationships highlighted in the EPA guidance. State and local transportation programs that implement a broad array of these cost-effective measures may record a more rapid rate of progress toward their clean air goals, since many of these endeavors generate immediate benefits. Local procedures that elevate
the importance of these efforts in project selection—and rate them accordingly—may accelerate the drive to air quality attainment.¹⁹

In addition to the SAFETEA–LU priority on cost-effectiveness, Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act²⁰ requires that the FHWA and FTA ensure timely implementation of transportation control measures (TCMs) in applicable State Implementation Plans (SIPs). These and other CMAQ-eligible projects identified in approved SIPs should receive funding priority.

The FHWA recommends that States and MPOs develop their transportation/air quality programs using complementary measures that provide alternatives to single-occupant vehicle (SOV) travel while improving traffic flow through operational strategies and balancing supply and demand through pricing, parking management, regulatory, or other means.

V. Annual Apportionments of CMAQ Funds to States

A. CMAQ Apportionments

Federal CMAQ funds are apportioned annually to each State according to the severity of its ozone and CO problem (see Appendix 2). The population of each county (based upon Census Bureau data) that is in a nonattainment or maintenance area for ozone and/or CO is weighted by multiplying by the appropriate factor listed in Table 2. PM nonattainment and maintenance areas and former 1-hour areas, except those few 1-hour maintenance areas participating in Early Action Compacts, are not included in the apportionments.

Note: CMAQ apportionments and CMAQ eligibility are two different things. Some areas in which CMAQ funds may be spent are not included in the apportionments (see Section VI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Classification at the time of annual apportionment</th>
<th>Weighting factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ozone (O$_3$) or (CO)</td>
<td>Maintenance (these areas had to be previously eligible as nonattainment areas—See Section VI)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>Subpart 1 (&quot;Basic&quot;)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Nonattainment</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone and CO</td>
<td>Ozone nonattainment or maintenance and CO nonattainment or maintenance</td>
<td>1.2 × $O_3$ factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All States—minimum apportionment</td>
<td>1/2 of 1 percent total annual apportionment of CMAQ funds</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMAQ apportionments are calculated based on the nonattainment and maintenance areas that exist at the time of apportionment. Generally, apportionments are calculated prior to the beginning of each fiscal year.

B. Area Designations: Attainment vs. Nonattainment

Each State is guaranteed a minimum apportionment of one-half percent of the year’s total program funding, regardless of whether the State has any nonattainment or maintenance areas. These flexible funds or minimum apportionment funds can be used anywhere in the State for projects eligible for either CMAQ or the STP.²²

The FHWA Budget Division identifies annual apportionments of CMAQ funds as either mandatory or flexible. All funding is considered mandatory for States with weighted populations yielding one-half percent or more of the authorized funds (based on the table above). Annual CMAQ funding apportioned through the application of sections 104(b)(2)(B) and 104(b)(2)(C) must be used for projects in nonattainment/maintenance areas.²³

States with weighted populations yielding at least some apportioned value but less than one-half percent of the authorized funds receive both mandatory and flexible funds to reach the minimum apportionment. For example, if a State’s weighted population yields two tenths of one percent of the authorized funds, it would receive two tenths of one percent of the national funds as mandatory funds, and three tenths of one percent as flexible funds. Thus, 40 percent of the State’s funds would be mandatory and 60 percent would be flexible.

For States with no areas applicable to the apportionment table, their minimum apportionment, one-half percent, is all flexible funding. The FHWA reports the breakdown of mandatory and flexible funds by State in its fiscal year apportionment tables.

C. Apportionments and State Allocation

Notwithstanding the statutory formula for determining the apportionment amount, the State may use its CMAQ funds in any ozone, CO, or PM nonattainment or maintenance area. A State is under no statutory obligation to allocate CMAQ funds in the same way they are apportioned. States are encouraged to consult affected MPOs to determine regional and local CMAQ priorities and work with them to allocate funds accordingly.

D. Federal Share and State/Local Match Requirements

The Federal share for most CMAQ projects, generally, has been 80 percent. However, under the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007,²⁴ the Federal share for eligible CMAQ projects carried out with funds obligated in fiscal year 2008 or 2009, or both, may be, at the discretion of the State, up to 100 percent of the cost of the project or program.

VI. Geographic Areas That Are Eligible To Use CMAQ Funds

A. Eligible Areas

CMAQ funds may be invested in all ozone, CO, and PM nonattainment and maintenance areas. Funds also may be

²¹ 23 U.S.C. §104(b)(2) (SAFETEA–LU 1103(d)).
²² 23 U.S.C. 149(c) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(c)).
spent in the few remaining 1-hour ozone maintenance areas (these counties also have Early Action Compacts in place), since the 1-hour standard remains in effect for these areas.

 Funds also may be used for projects in proximity to nonattainment and maintenance areas if the benefits will be realized primarily within the nonattainment or maintenance area. The delineation of an area considered “in proximity” should be discussed with the FHWA and FTA field offices and elevated to headquarters if necessary.

B. Maintenance Areas

CMAQ funds may be invested in maintenance areas that have approved maintenance plans under CAA section 175A. In States with ozone or CO maintenance areas but no nonattainment areas, mandatory CMAQ funds must be used in the maintenance areas.25

C. Maintenance Plan Requirement, SAFETEA–LU

CMAQ funds may be invested in former 1-hour ozone areas that were not designated under the 8-hour standard but where the 1-hour standard has been revoked. Since these areas are required to file maintenance plans, they are considered eligible for CMAQ funding under provisions of the SAFETEA–LU.26

D. Flexible Funds in PM Areas

While States may use flexible CMAQ funding anywhere and for any CMAQ- or STP-eligible project (see V.B. on minimum apportionment), the FHWA encourages States and MPOs to evaluate the cost-effectiveness and benefits to public health of targeting flexible CMAQ funding to projects that reduce PM. Examples of such projects include implementing a diesel retrofit or idle reduction program, constructing freight/intermodal transfer facilities, traffic signalization, or ITS projects that reduce congestion, paving dirt roads, and purchasing street sweeping equipment.

VII. Project Eligibility Provisions

A. Project Eligibility: General Conditions

To be eligible for CMAQ funds, a project must be included in the MPO’s current transportation plan and TIP (or the current STIP in areas without an MPO). In nonattainment and maintenance areas, the project also must meet the conformity provisions contained in section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act and the transportation conformity regulations.27 In addition, all CMAQ-funded projects need to complete National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements and meet basic eligibility requirements for funding under titles 23 and 49 of the United States Code.

The following should guide CMAQ eligibility decisions:

1. Capital Investment

CMAQ funds may be used to establish new or expanded transportation projects or programs that reduce emissions, including capital investments in transportation infrastructure, congestion relief efforts, diesel engine retrofits, or other capital projects.

2. Operating Assistance

There are several general conditions that must be met for operating assistance to be eligible under the CMAQ program:

a. Operating assistance is limited to new transit services, intermodal facilities, and travel demand management strategies (including traffic operation centers); and the incremental cost of expanding existing transit services.

b. In using CMAQ funds for operating assistance, the intent is to help start up viable new transportation services that can demonstrate air quality benefits and eventually cover their costs as much as possible. Other funding sources should supplement and ultimately replace CMAQ funds for operating assistance, as these projects no longer represent additional, net air quality benefits but have become part of the baseline transportation network.

c. Operating assistance includes all costs of providing new transportation services, including, but not limited to, labor, fuel, administrative costs, and maintenance.

d. When CMAQ funds are used for operating assistance, non-Federal share requirements still apply.

e. With the focus on start-up costs only, operating assistance under the CMAQ program is limited to three years. The provisions in 23 U.S.C. 116 place responsibilities for maintenance on States.28 Since facility maintenance is akin to operations, three years of CMAQ assistance provides adequate incentive and flexibility while not creating a pattern of excessive or even perpetual support. Exceptions are listed below under VII.D.7 Travel Demand Management, VII.D.8 Public Education, and VII.D.10 Carpooling and Vanpooling.

3. Emission Reduction

Air quality improvement is defined by several distinct terms in 23 U.S.C. § 149. These terms include contribution to attainment, reduction in pollution, air quality benefits, and others. For purposes of this guidance, the FHWA uses emission reduction to represent this group of terms. CMAQ-invested projects or programs must reduce CO, ozone precursor (NOX and VOCs), PM, or PM precursor (e.g., NOX) emissions from transportation; these reductions must contribute to the area’s overall clean air strategy and can be demonstrated by the assessment that is required under this guidance.29 States and MPOs also may consider the ancillary benefits of eligible projects, including greenhouse gas reductions, congestion relief, safety, or other elements, when programming CMAQ funds, though such benefits do not alone establish eligibility.

4. Planning and Project Development

Activities in support of eligible projects also may be appropriate for CMAQ investments. Studies that are part of the project development pipeline (e.g., preliminary engineering) under NEPA are eligible for CMAQ support, as are FTA’s Alternatives Analyses. General studies that fall outside specific project development do not qualify for CMAQ funding. Examples of such efforts include major investment studies, commuter preference studies, modal market polls or surveys, transit master plans, and others. These activities are eligible for Federal planning funds.

B. Projects Ineligible for CMAQ Funding

The following projects are ineligible for CMAQ funding:

1. Light-duty vehicle scrappage programs.30

2. Projects that add new capacity for HOVs are ineligible for CMAQ funding unless construction is limited to high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.31 This HOV lane eligibility includes the full range of HOV facility uses authorized under 23 U.S.C. 166, such as high-occupancy toll (HOT) and low-emission vehicles.

3. Routine maintenance and rehabilitation projects (e.g., replacement-in-kind of track or other equipment, reconstruction of bridges, stations, and other facilities, and

---

26 23 U.S.C. 149(b) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(a)).
27 40 CFR Parts 51 and 93.
30 23 U.S.C. 149(b).
31 23 U.S.C. 149(b).
these partnerships have become a two transportation reauthorizations, and portion of the Federal-aid in a selected State or local funds and possibly a

C. Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)

In a PPP, a private or non-profit entity’s resources replace or supplement State or local funds and possibly a portion of the Federal-aid in a selected project. The PPP elements of the program have been refined over the last two transportation reauthorizations, and these partnerships have become a critical part of CMAQ.

Partnerships should have a legally-binding written agreement in place between the public agency and the private or non-profit entity before a CMAQ-funded project may be implemented. These agreements should be developed under relevant Federal and State law and should specify the intended use for CMAQ funding; the roles and responsibilities of the participating entities; and how the disposition of land, facilities, and equipment will be carried out should the original terms of the agreement be altered (e.g., due to insolvency, change in ownership, or other changes in the structure of the PPP).

Public funds should not be invested where a strong public benefit cannot be demonstrated. Consequently, CMAQ funds should be devoted to PPPs that benefit the general public by clearly reducing emissions, not for financing marginal projects. Consistent with the planning and project selection provisions of the Federal-aid highway program, the FHWA considers it essential that all interested parties have full, open, and timely access to the project selection process.

There are several other statutory restrictions and special provisions on the use of CMAQ funds in PPPs. Eligible costs under this section should not include costs to fund an obligation imposed on private sector or non-profit entities under the CAA or any other Federal law. However, if the private or non-profit entity is clearly exceeding its obligations under Federal law, CMAQ funds may be used for that incremental portion of the project.

Eligible non-monetary activities that satisfy the non-Federal match requirements under the partnership provisions include the following:

• Ownership or operation of land, facilities, or other physical assets
• Construction or project management
• Other forms of participation approved by the U.S. DOT.

Sharing of total project costs, both capital and operating, is a critical element of a successful public-private venture, particularly if the private entity is expected to realize profits as part of the joint venture. State and local officials are urged to consider a full range of cost-sharing options when developing a PPP, including a larger State/local match. For detailed information on cost principles beyond the scope of this guidance, please consult OMB Circular A–87, which focuses on determining allowable costs for State, local, and tribal governments; and 49 CFR part 18, which provides direction on administering Federal grants to State and local governments.

D. Eligible Projects and Programs

Eligibility information is provided below. Not all possible requests for CMAQ funding are covered—this section provides examples of activities eligible for CMAQ funds.

1. Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)

Most of the TCMs included in Section 108 of the CAA, listed below, are eligible for CMAQ funding. One CAA TCM, programs to encourage removal of pre-1980 light-duty vehicles, is specifically excluded from CMAQ eligibility.

i. Programs for improved public transit;
ii. Restriction of certain roads or lanes to, or construction of such roads or lanes for use by, passenger buses or HOV;
iii. Employer-based transportation management plans, including incentives;
iv. Trip-reduction ordinances;
v. Traffic flow improvement programs that reduce emissions;
vi. Fringe and transportation corridor parking facilities serving multiple-occupancy vehicle programs or transit service;
vii. Programs to limit or restrict vehicle use in downtown areas or other areas of emission concentration particularly during periods of peak use;
viii. Programs for the provision of all forms of high-occupancy, shared-ride services;
ix. Programs to limit portions of road surfaces or certain sections of the metropolitan area to the use of non-motorized vehicles or pedestrian use, both as to time and place;
x. Programs for secure bicycle storage facilities and other facilities, including bicycle lanes, for the convenience and protection of bicyclists, in both public and private areas;
xi. Programs to control extended idling of vehicles;
xii. Reducing emissions from extreme cold-start conditions;
xiii. Employer-sponsored programs to permit flexible work schedules;
xiv. Programs and ordinances to facilitate non-automobile travel, provision and utilization of mass transit, and to generally reduce the need for SOV travel, as part of transportation planning and development efforts of a locality, including programs and ordinances applicable to new shopping centers, special events, and other centers of vehicle activity; and
xv. Programs for new construction and major reconstructions of paths, trails, or areas solely for the use by pedestrian or other non-motorized means of transportation when economically feasible and in the public interest.

2. Extreme Low-Temperature Cold Start Programs

Projects intended to reduce emissions from extreme cold-start conditions are eligible for CMAQ funding. Such projects include retrofitting vehicles and fleets with water and oil heaters and installing electrical outlets and equipment in publicly-owned garages or fleet storage facilities (See Section VII.C. for a possible expansion to privately-owned equipment and facilities).

3. Alternative Fuels and Vehicles

Fuel

With the exception of Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, fuel costs are not an eligible expense as a stand-alone project. Only these seven States may use CMAQ funds to purchase the alternative fuels defined in section 301 of the 1992 Energy Policy Act (natural gas, ethanol, etc.) or biodiesel, assuming such projects meet...
other applicable eligibility requirements noted in Section VII.B. above.

Establishing publicly-owned fueling facilities and other infrastructure needed to fuel alternative-fuel vehicles is an eligible expense, unless privately-owned fueling stations are in place and reasonably accessible. Additionally, CMAQ funds may support converting a private fueling facility to support alternative fuels through a public-private partnership agreement (See Section VII.C.).

Non-Transit Vehicles

CMAQ funds may be used to purchase publicly-owned alternative fuel vehicles, including passenger vehicles, refuse trucks, street cleaners, and others. Costs associated with converting fleets to run on alternative fuels are also eligible. When private vehicles are purchased, only the cost difference between the alternative fuel vehicles and comparable conventional fuel vehicles is eligible. Such vehicles should be fueled by one of the alternative fuels identified in section 301 of the 1992 Energy Policy Act or biodiesel. Eligible projects also include alternatives to diesel engines and vehicles.

Hybrid Vehicles

Although not defined by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 as alternative fuel vehicles, certain hybrid vehicles that have lower emissions rates than their non-hybrid counterparts may be eligible for CMAQ investment. Hybrid passenger vehicles must meet EPA’s low emissions and energy efficiency requirements for certification under the HOV exception provisions of the SAFETEA-LU to be eligible for CMAQ funding. Projects involving heavier vehicles, including refuse haulers and delivery trucks, also may be appropriate for program support. Eligibility should be based on a comparison of the emissions projections of these larger candidate vehicles and other comparable models.

4. Congestion Reduction & Traffic Flow Improvements

Traffic flow improvements may include the following:

a. Traditional Improvements

Traditional traffic flow improvements, such as the construction of roundabouts, HOV lanes, left-turn or other managed lanes, are eligible for CMAQ funding provided they demonstrate net emissions benefits.

b. Intelligent Transportation Systems

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) projects, such as traffic signal synchronization projects, traffic management projects, and traveler information systems, can be effective in relieving traffic congestion, enhancing transit bus performance, and improving air quality. The following have the greatest potential for improving air quality:

- Regional multi-modal traveler information systems.
- Traffic signal control systems.
- Freeway management systems.
- Electronic toll-collection systems.
- Transit management systems.
- Incident management programs.

A lengthy discussion of the benefits associated with various operational improvements can be found at: http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/program_areas/programareas.htm.

c. Value/Congestion Pricing

As part of its Congestion Initiative referenced above, the Department broadly promotes highway congestion pricing and is also seeking an area-wide demonstration of the effectiveness of congestion pricing (along with other elements). Congestion pricing is a market-based mechanism that allows tolls to rise and fall depending on available capacity and demand. It has gained increasing attention and popularity in recent years following several highly successful facility demonstrations in the U.S. and several network wide demonstrations abroad. Tolls can be charged electronically, thereby eliminating the need for tollbooths. In addition to the benefits associated with reducing congestion, revenue is generated that can be used to pay for a wide range of transportation improvements, including Title 23—eligible transit services in the newly tolled corridor.

Parking pricing can include time-of-day parking charges that reflect congested conditions. These strategies should be designed to influence trip-making behavior and may include charges for using a parking facility at peak periods, or a range of employer-based parking cash-out policies that provide financial incentives to avoid parking or driving alone. Parking pricing integrated with other pricing strategies is encouraged.

Pricing encompasses a variety of market-based approaches such as:
- HOT lanes, or High Occupancy Toll lanes, on which variable tolls are charged to drivers of low-occupancy vehicles using HOV lanes, such as the “FastTrak” Lanes on I-15 in San Diego and the recently converted I-394 in Minneapolis in which prices vary dynamically every two minutes based on traffic conditions
- New variably tolled express lanes on existing toll-free facilities, such as the “91 Express Lanes” on State Route 91 in Orange County, CA
- Variable tolls on existing or new toll roads, such as on the bridges and tunnels operated by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
- Network-wide or corridor pricing, such as implemented in Stockholm, London and Singapore
- Usage-based vehicle pricing, such as mileage-based vehicle taxation being explored by the State of Oregon, or pay-per-mile car insurance

As with any eligible CMAQ project, value pricing should generate an emissions reduction. Marketing and outreach efforts to expand and encourage the use of eligible pricing measures may be funded indefinitely. Eligible expenses for reimbursement include, but are not limited to: Tolling infrastructure, such as transponders and other electronic toll or fare payment systems; small roadway modifications to enable tolling, marketing, public outreach, and support services, such as transit in a newly tolled corridor. Innovative pricing approaches yet to be deployed in the U.S. also may be supported through the Value Pricing Pilot Program. A more complete discussion of projects currently underway in the U.S. can be found at: http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/tolling/value_pricing/index.htm.

Operating expenses for traffic flow improvements are eligible for CMAQ funding for three years if they can be shown to produce air quality benefits, if the expenses are incurred from new or additional services, and if previous funding mechanisms, such as fares or fees for services, are not displaced.

Projects or programs that involve the purchase of integrated, interoperable emergency communications equipment are eligible for CMAQ funding.

5. Transit Improvements

Many transit projects are eligible for CMAQ funds. The general guideline for determining eligibility is whether the project increases capacity and would likely result in an increase in transit ridership and a potential reduction in congestion. As with other types of CMAQ projects, there should be a quantified estimate of the project’s 34

38 23 U.S.C. 149(b)(6) (SAFETEA-LU § 1808(b)(4)).
emissions benefits accompanying the proposal.

The FTA administers most transit projects. Once the FTA determines a project eligible, CMAQ funds will be transferred from the FHWA to the FTA, and the project will be administered according to the requirements of the FTA's Urbanized Area Formula Grant Program.** Certain types of transit projects for which the FTA lacks statutory authority, such as diesel retrofit equipment for public school bus fleets, are administered by the FHWA.

a. Facilities

New transit facilities (e.g., lines, stations, terminals, transfer facilities) are eligible if they are associated with new or enhanced mass transit service. Routine maintenance or rehabilitation of existing facilities is not eligible, as it does not reduce emissions. However, rehabilitation of a facility may be eligible if the vast majority of the project involves physical improvements that will increase capacity. In such cases there should be supporting documentation showing an increase in transit ridership that is more than minimal. If the vast majority of the project involves capacity enhancements, other elements involving refurbishment and replacement-in-kind also are eligible.

b. Vehicles and Equipment

New transit vehicles (bus, rail, or van) to expand the fleet or replace existing vehicles are eligible. Transit agencies are encouraged to purchase vehicles that are most cost-effective in reducing emissions. Diesel engine retrofits, such as replacement engines and exhaust after-treatment devices, are eligible if certified or verified by the EPA or California Air Resources Board (CARB). Routine preventive maintenance for vehicles is not eligible as it only returns the vehicles to baseline conditions. Besides diesel engine retrofits, other transit equipment may be eligible if it represents a major system-wide upgrade that will significantly improve speed or reliability of transit service, such as advanced signal and communications systems.

c. Fuel

Fuel, whether conventional or alternative fuel, is an eligible expense only as part of a project providing operating assistance for new or expanded transit service under the CMAQ program. This includes fuels and fuel additives considered diesel retrofit technologies by the EPA or CARB. See Section VII.D.3 for statutory exceptions for certain states regarding the purchase of alternative fuel with CMAQ funds.

d. Operating Assistance

Operating assistance to introduce new transit service or expand existing service is eligible. It may be a new type of service, service to a new geographic area, or an expansion of existing service providing additional hours of service or reduced headways. For a service expansion, only the operating costs of the new increment of service are eligible. Eligible operating costs include labor, fuel, maintenance, and related expenses. Operating assistance may be CMAQ-funded for a maximum of three years. The intent is to support the demonstration of new services that may prove successful enough to sustain with other funding sources, and to free up CMAQ funds to generate new air quality benefits.

e. Transit Fare Subsidies

CMAQ funds may be used to subsidize regular transit fares in an effort to prevent the NAAQS from being exceeded, but only under the following conditions: The reduced or free fare should be part of a comprehensive area-wide program to prevent the NAAQS from being exceeded. “Ozone Action” programs vary in scope around the country, but they generally include actions that individuals and employers can take and they are aimed at all major sources of air pollution, not just transportation. The subsidized fare should be available to the general public and may not be limited to specific groups. It may only be offered during periods of elevated pollution when the threat of exceeding the NAAQS is greatest; it is not intended for the entire high-ozone season. Finally, the fare subsidy proposal should demonstrate that the responsible local agencies will combine the reduced or free fare with a robust marketing program to inform SOV drivers of other transportation options. Because the fare subsidy is not strictly a form of operating assistance, it would not be subject to the three-year limit.

6. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities and Programs

Bicycle and pedestrian facilities and programs are included as a TCM in section 108(f)(1)(A) of the CAA. The following are eligible projects:

- Establishing and funding State bicycle/pedestrian coordinator positions for promoting and facilitating nonmotorized transportation modes through public education, safety programs, etc. (Limited to one full-time position per State)**

7. Travel Demand Management

Travel demand management (TDM) encompasses a diverse set of activities that focuses on physical assets and services that provide real-time information on network performance and support better decision-making for travelers choosing modes, times, routes, and locations. Such projects can help ease congestion and reduce SOV use—contributing to mobility, while enhancing air quality and saving energy resources. Similar to ITS and Value Pricing, today’s TDM programs seek to optimize the performance of local and regional transportation networks. The following activities are eligible if they are explicitly aimed at reducing SOV travel and associated emissions:

- Fringe parking.
- Traveler information services.
- Shuttle services.
- Guaranteed ride home programs.
- Market research and planning in support of TDM implementation.

CMAQ funds may support capital expenses and up to three years of operating assistance to administer and manage new or expanded TDM programs.

Marketing and outreach efforts to expand use of TDM measures may be funded indefinitely, but only if they are broken out as distinct line items (see Section VII.D.8. below).

Eligible telecommuting activities include planning, preparing technical feasibility studies, and training. Construction of telecommuting centers and computer and office equipment purchases should not be supported with CMAQ funds.

8. Public Education and Outreach Activities

The goal of CMAQ-funded public education and outreach activities is to educate the public, community leaders, and potential project sponsors about connections among trip making and transportation mode choices, traffic

**49 U.S.C. 5307.

congestion, and air quality. Public education and outreach can help communities reduce emissions and congestion by inducing drivers to change their transportation choices. More important, an informed public is likely to support larger regional measures necessary to reduce congestion and meet CAA requirements. A wide range of public education and outreach activities is eligible for CMAQ funding, including activities that promote new or existing transportation services, developing messages and advertising materials (including market research, focus groups, and creative), placing messages and materials, evaluating message and material dissemination and public awareness, technical assistance, programs that promote the Tax Code provision related to commute benefits,\textsuperscript{42} transit “store” operations, and any other activities that help forward less-polluting transportation options. Using CMAQ funds, communities have demonstrated many transportation and air quality public education messages, including maintain your vehicle; curb SOV travel by trip chaining, telecommuting and using alternate modes; fuel properly; observe speed limits; don’t Idle your vehicle for long durations; eliminate “jack-rabbit” starts and stops, and others. The \textit{It All Adds Up to Cleaner Air} public education messages and materials (regarding vehicle maintenance, proper fueling, trip chaining, and alternate modes) have been successful in raising awareness, garnering funds and in-kind support, and building coalitions of diverse groups across the country. These commercial-quality materials, which were developed in response to requests by State and local transportation and air agencies, are free and communities are encouraged to use and build on them. More information is available at \url{http://www.italladdsup.gov/}.

Long-term public education and outreach can be effective in raising awareness that can lead to changes in travel behavior and ongoing emissions reductions; therefore, these activities may be funded indefinitely.

9. Transportation Management Associations

Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) are groups of citizens, firms, or employers that organize to address the transportation issues in their immediate locale by promoting rideshare programs, transit, shuttles, or other measures. TMAs can play a useful role in brokering transportation services to private employers.

CMAQ funds may be used to establish TMAs provided that they reduce emissions. Eligible expenses include TMA start-up costs and up to three years of operating assistance. Eligibility of specific TMA activities is addressed throughout this guidance.

10. Carpooling and Vanpooling

Eligible activities can be divided into two types of costs: \textit{Marketing} (which applies to both carpools and vanpools) and \textit{vehicle} (which applies to vanpools only). a. Carpool/vanpool marketing covers existing, expanded, and new activities designed to increase the use of carpools and vanpools, and includes purchase and use of computerized matching software and outreach to employers. Guaranteed ride home programs are also considered marketing tools. Marketing costs may be funded indefinitely. b. Vanpool vehicle capital costs include purchasing or leasing vans for use in vanpools. Eligible operating costs, limited to three years, include empty-seat subsidies, maintenance, insurance, administration, and other related expenses.

CMAQ funds should not be used to buy or lease vans that would directly compete with or impede private sector initiatives. States and MPOs should consult with the private sector prior to using CMAQ funds to purchase vans, and if private firms have definite plans to provide adequate vanpool service, CMAQ funds should not be used to supplant that service.

Carpooling and vanpooling activities may be funded with up to 100% federal funding, with certain limitations.\textsuperscript{43}

11. Freight/Intermodal

Projects and programs targeting freight capital costs—rolling stock or ground infrastructure—are eligible provided that air quality benefits can be demonstrated.\textsuperscript{44} Freight projects that reduce emissions fall generally into two categories: Primary efforts that target emissions directly or secondary projects that reduce net emissions. Successful primary projects could include new diesel engine technology or retrofits of vehicles or engines. Eligibility is not confined to highway projects, but also applies to nonroad mobile freight projects, such as rail.\textsuperscript{45} See Section VII.D.12. below on diesel retrofit technology—examples of primary freight projects—and for information on EPA’s guidance and model rule for emissions reduction credit in the SIP and conformity processes.

Secondary projects reduce emissions through shifts in or additions to infrastructure. Support for an intermodal container transfer facility may be eligible if the project demonstrates reduced diesel engine emissions when balancing the drop in truck VMT against the increase in locomotive or other non-highway activity. Intermodal facilities, such as inland transshipment ports or near/on-dock rail, may generate substantial emissions reductions through the decrease in miles traveled for pre-1986 heavy-duty trucks. This secondary, indirect effect on truck traffic and the ensuing drop in diesel emissions help demonstrate eligibility.

The transportation function of these freight/intermodal projects should be emphasized. Marginal projects that support freight operations in a very tangential manner are not eligible for CMAQ funding. Warehouse handling equipment, for example, is not an eligible investment of program funds. However, equipment that provides a transportation function or directly supports this function is eligible, such as railyard switch locomotives or shunters.

12. Diesel Engine Retrofits & Other Advanced Truck Technologies

The SAFETEA–LU places a new emphasis on diesel engine retrofits and the various types of projects that fall under this broad category.\textsuperscript{46} These efforts are defined as vehicle replacement, repowering (replacing an engine with a cleaner diesel engine, alternative fuels, etc.), rebuiding an engine, or other technologies determined by the EPA as appropriate for reducing emissions from diesel engines.\textsuperscript{47} This latter point, highlighting developing technologies, establishes a degree of flexibility and a need for periodic adjustment in the definition by the EPA. The legislation defines retrofit projects as applicable to both on-road motor vehicles and nonroad...
construction equipment; the latter must be used in Title 23 projects based in nonattainment or maintenance areas for either PM or ozone.\textsuperscript{48}

There are a number of project types in the diesel retrofit area for which CMAQ funds are eligible. Assuming all other CMAQ criteria are met, eligible projects include diesel engine replacement; full engine rebuilding and reconditioning; and purchase and installation of after-treatment hardware, including particulate matter traps and oxidation catalysts, and other technologies; and support for heavy-duty vehicle retirement programs. Project agreements involving replacements of either engine or full vehicle should include a provision for disposal of the engine block and a process to verify the retirement of this equipment.\textsuperscript{49}

CMAQ funds may be used to purchase and install emission control equipment on school buses. (Such projects, generally, should be administered by FHWA; see VII.D.5, Transit Improvements, above.) In addition, although CMAQ funds should not be used for the initial purchase of airport parking lot shuttles, funds may be used for purchase and installation of after treatment hardware or repowering (with a hybrid drive train, for example).

Refueling is not eligible as a stand-alone project, but is eligible if it is required to support the installation of emissions control equipment, repowering, rebuilding, or other retrofits of non-road engines.\textsuperscript{50} For example, ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) may be purchased as part of a project to install diesel particulate filters on nonroad construction equipment because these devices need ULSD to function properly. Costs associated with ULSD are eligible for CMAQ funding only until the standards are effective and the fuel becomes commonly available through the regional supply and logistics chain, effectively rendering ULSD the only remaining diesel fuel distributed. Eligible costs are limited to the difference between standard nonroad diesel fuel and ULSD.

In addition to equipment and technology, outreach activities that provide information exchange and technical assistance to diesel owners and operators on retrofit options are eligible investments. These projects could include the actual education and outreach program, construction or acquisition of appropriate buildings, and other efforts to promote the use of retrofit technologies. Please see Appendix 4 for more detail on diesel retrofits and the various strategies available in this developing air quality field.

The FHWA acknowledges that diesel retrofit projects may include nonroad mobile source endeavors, which traditionally have been outside the Federal-aid process. However, the SAFETEA–LU clarifies CMAQ eligibility for nonroad diesel retrofit projects.\textsuperscript{51} Areas that fund these projects are not required to take credit for the projects in the transportation conformity process. For areas that want to take credit, the EPA developed guidance for estimating diesel retrofit emission reductions and for applying the credit in the SIP and transportation conformity processes. The guidance can be found at http://www.epa.gov/otaq/stateresources/transconf/policy.htm#retrofit.

In addition to retrofit projects, upgrading and repowering heavy-duty diesel trucks with advanced technologies, such as idle reduction devices, cab and trailer aerodynamic fixtures, and single-wide or other efficient tires, has been demonstrated by the EPA’s Smart Way Transport Partnership Program to reduce NO\textsubscript{x} emissions and save fuel. These strategies also are eligible for CMAQ support. Such projects funded directly by CMAQ that involve the private sector should be part of a Public-Private Partnership, as discussed in Section VII.C.

13. Idle Reduction

Idle reduction projects that reduce emissions and are located within, or in proximity to and primarily benefiting, a nonattainment or maintenance area are eligible for CMAQ investment (The geographic requirement mainly applies to off-board projects, i.e., truck stop electrification [TSE] efforts). However, if CMAQ funding is used for an on-board project (i.e., auxiliary power units, direct fired heaters, etc.) the vehicle—usually a heavy-duty truck—should travel within, or in proximity to and primarily benefitting, a nonattainment or maintenance area.

There have been several instances where operating assistance funds have been requested for TSE services. CMAQ funding to date for TSE projects has been limited to capital costs (i.e., deployment of TSE infrastructure). Operating assistance for TSE projects should not be funded under the CMAQ program because TSE projects generate their own revenue stream and therefore should be able to cover all operating expenses from the accumulated revenue. See Section III.D for information on innovative financing opportunities available for these efforts.

The SAFETEA–LU also permits electrification or other idling reduction facilities and equipment to be constructed or located on rights-of-way of the Interstate system.\textsuperscript{52} Prior to the enactment of the SAFETEA–LU, this activity was prohibited.

The EPA issued guidance in January 2004 on methods for calculating emissions reduction credits in SIPs and in the transportation conformity process for long-haul truck idle reduction projects. The guidance can be found at http://www.epa.gov/smartway/idlingimpacts.htm.

14. Training

The SAFETEA–LU provides that States and MPOs may use Federal-aid funds to support training and educational development for the transportation workforce.\textsuperscript{53} The FHWA encourages State and local officials to weigh the air quality benefits of such training against other cost-effective strategies detailed elsewhere in this guidance before using CMAQ funds for this purpose. Training funded with CMAQ dollars should be directly related to implementing air quality improvements and be approved in advance by the FHWA Division office.

15. Inspection/Maintenance (I/M) Programs

Funds under the CMAQ program may be used to establish either publicly or privately owned I/M facilities. Eligible activities include construction of facilities, purchase of equipment, I/M program development, and one-time start-up activities, such as updating quality assurance software or developing a mechanic training curriculum. The I/M program must constitute new or additional efforts,\textsuperscript{54} existing funding (including inspection fees) should not be displaced, and operating expenses are eligible for three years.

Privately Owned I/M Facilities

In States that rely on privately owned I/M facilities, State or local I/M program-related administrative costs may be funded under the CMAQ program as in States that use public I/M facilities. However, CMAQ support to establish I/M facilities at privately owned stations, such as service stations

\textsuperscript{48} 23 U.S.C. 149(b)(7) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(b)).
\textsuperscript{49} Reimbursement of costs for full-vehicle replacement may be limited to those elements that lead to emission reductions.
\textsuperscript{50} 23 U.S.C. 149(f) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(f)).
\textsuperscript{51} 23 U.S.C. 149(b)(7) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(b)).
\textsuperscript{52} 23 U.S.C. 111(d) (SAFETEA–LU § 1412).
\textsuperscript{53} 23 U.S.C. 504(e) (SAFETEA–LU § 5204(e)).
\textsuperscript{54} 23 U.S.C. 149(b).
that own the equipment and conduct emission test-and-repair services, requires a public-private partnership (See Section VII.C.).

The establishment of “portable” I/M programs, including remote sensing, is also eligible under the CMAQ program, provided that they are public services, reduce emissions, and do not conflict with statutory I/M requirements or EPA regulations.

16. Experimental Pilot Projects

State and local organizations have experimented with various types of transportation services to better meet the travel needs of their constituents. These “experimental” projects may show promise in reducing emissions, but do not yet have supporting data. The FHWA has supported and funded some of these projects as demonstrations to determine their benefits and costs. These experimental projects are not intended to bypass the definition of basic project eligibility but seek to better define the projects’ future role in strategies to reduce emissions.

For a project or program to qualify as an experimental pilot, it should be defined as a transportation project and be expected to reduce emissions by decreasing vehicle miles traveled (VMT), fuel consumption, congestion, or by other factors. The FHWA encourages States and MPOs to creatively address their air quality problems and to experiment with new services, innovative financing arrangements, public-private partnerships, and complementary approaches that use transportation strategies to reach clean air goals. The CMAQ program may be used to support a well-conceived project even if the proposal may not fully meet the eligibility criteria of this guidance.

Given the untried nature of these pilot projects, before-and-after studies should be completed to determine actual project impacts on air quality as measured by net emissions reduced. These assessments should document the project’s immediate impacts in addition to long-term benefits. A schedule for completing these studies should be a part of the project agreement. Completed studies should be submitted to the FHWA Division office within three years of implementation of the project or one year after the project’s completion, whichever is sooner.

VIII. Project Selection Process—General Conditions

Proposals for CMAQ funding should include a precise description of the project, providing information on its size, scope, location, and timetable. Also, an assessment of the project’s expected emission reduction benefits should be completed prior to project selection to better inform the selection of CMAQ projects (See Below).

A. Air Quality Analysis

1. Quantitative Analyses

Quantified emissions benefits (i.e., emissions reductions) and disbenefits (i.e., emissions increases) should be included in all project proposals, except where it is not possible to quantify emissions benefits (see Qualitative Assessment, below). Benefits and disbenefits should be included for all pollutants for which the area is in nonattainment or maintenance status and should include appropriate precursor emissions. Benefits should be listed in a consistent fashion (i.e., kg/day) across projects to allow accurate comparison during the project selection process. Net benefits from all emissions sources involved should be included in the analysis. For example, in analyzing a commuter rail project, net benefits would include emissions reductions from the auto trips avoided, and emissions increases tied to locomotive operation.

State and local transportation and air quality agencies conduct CMAQ-project air quality analyses with different approaches, analytical capabilities, and technical expertise. The SAFETEA–LU encourages States and local air quality agencies to consult with State and local air quality agencies about the estimated emission reductions from CMAQ projects. However, while no single method is specified, every effort must be taken to ensure that determinations of air quality benefits are credible and based on a reproducible and logical analytical procedure.

2. Qualitative Assessment

Although quantitative analysis of air quality impacts is expected for almost all project types, an exception will be made when it is not possible to accurately quantify emissions benefits. In these cases, qualitative assessments based on reasoned and logical determinations that the projects or programs will decrease emissions and contribute to attainment or maintenance of a NAAQS are acceptable.

Public education, marketing, and other outreach efforts, which can include advertising alternatives to SOV travel, employer outreach, and public education campaigns, may fall into this category. The primary benefit of these activities is enhanced communication and outreach that is expected to influence travel behavior, and thus air quality.

3. Analyzing Groups of Projects

In some situations, it may be more appropriate to examine the impacts of comprehensive strategies to improve air quality by grouping projects. For example, transit improvements coupled with management to reduce SOV use in a corridor might best be analyzed together. Other examples include linked pavement projects, transit improvements, marketing and outreach programs, and ridesharing programs that affect an entire region or corridor.

IX. Program Administration

A. Project Selection—MPO and State Responsibilities

CMAQ projects are selected by the State or the MPO, MPOs, State DOTs, and transit agencies should develop CMAQ project selection processes in accordance with the metropolitan and/or statewide planning process. The selection process should involve State and/or local transportation and air quality agencies. This selection process provides an opportunity for States and/or local agencies to present a case for the selection of eligible projects that will best use CMAQ funding to meet the requirements and advance the goals of the Clean Air Act.

The CMAQ project selection process should be transparent, in writing, and publicly available. The process should identify the agencies involved in rating proposed projects, clarify how projects are rated, and name the committee or group responsible for making the final recommendation to the MPO board or other approving body. The selection process should also clearly identify the basis for rating projects, including emissions benefits, cost effectiveness, and any other ancillary selection factors such as congestion relief, greenhouse gas reductions, safety, system preservation, access to opportunity, sustainable development and freight, reduced SOV reliance, multi-modal benefits, and others. At a minimum,
projects should be identified by year and proposed funding source. Close coordination is encouraged between the State and MPO to ensure that CMAQ funds are used appropriately and to maximize their effectiveness in meeting the CAA requirements. While the program of projects is being developed, the State or MPO should consult with FHWA and FTA to resolve any questions about eligibility. This will ensure that the projects programmed for CMAQ funding in the TIP are all eligible.

States and MPOs should fulfill this responsibility so that nonattainment and maintenance areas are able to make good-faith efforts to attain and maintain the NAAQS by the prescribed deadlines. State DOTs and MPOs should consult with State and local air quality agencies to develop an appropriate project list of CMAQ programming priorities that will have the greatest impact on air quality. In developing this list, MPOs and States should evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the projects and give priority consideration to those that will create the greatest emissions reductions for the least cost. The SAFETEA–LU calls out diesel retrofits as one type of cost-effective project to which priority consideration shall be given. The EPA has conducted a study of the cost-effectiveness of diesel retrofits in reducing PM, NOx, and VOC emissions.57 In addition, the National Academy of Science’s Transportation Research Board has evaluated the cost-effectiveness of other CMAQ eligible projects, with a focus on NOx and HC reductions. This study can be found at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/index.htm. Information on the cost-effectiveness of CMAQ-eligible projects can be used as a guidepost in evaluating the different types of projects under consideration by an MPO or State. However, cost-effectiveness ultimately will depend on local conditions and project specific factors that affect emission reductions and costs.

B. Federal Agency Responsibilities and Coordination

1. Eligibility Determinations

The FTA determines the eligibility of transit projects, and the FHWA determines the eligibility of all other projects. The FHWA, FTA, and EPA field offices should establish and maintain a consultation and coordination process to review CMAQ funding proposals as needed. While the eligibility determination is not made jointly, every effort should be made to satisfy the concerns raised by the agencies’ field offices. The FHWA or FTA field offices may request additional information from the State or MPO to help determine eligibility. The consultation process should provide for timely review and handling of CMAQ funding proposals. The FHWA and FTA headquarters offices are available to consult with their field offices on eligibility determinations.

2. Program Administration

The FHWA Division offices and the FTA Regional offices are responsible for administering the CMAQ program. In general, the FHWA transfers funds to the FTA to administer CMAQ-funded transit projects. In cases where the FTA lacks statutory authority (e.g., school bus fleets), the FHWA will administer the transit project. For projects that involve transit and non-transit elements, such as park-and-ride lots and intermodal passenger projects, the administering agency is decided on a case-by-case basis. All other projects are administered by the FHWA.

3. Tracking Mandatory/Flexible Funds

The FHWA Division office is responsible for tracking obligation of mandatory and flexible CMAQ funds in appropriate areas (See Section V.B.).

C. Annual Reports

States should prepare annual reports detailing how CMAQ funds have been invested. CMAQ reporting is not only useful for the FHWA, the FTA, and the general public, but maintenance of a cumulative database of all CMAQ projects is required by SAFETEA–LU. In addition, the annual reports will be key in developing the CMAQ Evaluation and Assessment, a major research effort designed to gauge the impact of the program, and also required by the statute.58 CMAQ annual reports should be submitted through the Web-based CMAQ Tracking System. More information on the CMAQ system is available at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaqpgs/usersguidemail.htm.

The FHWA Division offices, State DOTs, and MPOs should develop a process for entering and approving the data in a timely manner. This report should be approved by the FHWA Division office by the first day of March following the end of the previous Federal fiscal year (September 30) and cover all CMAQ obligations for that fiscal year. Thus, State DOTs and MPOs should report the data early enough that the Division office has time to review and comment on the report. The report as entered into the CMAQ Tracking System should include:

1. A list of projects funded under CMAQ, in seven main project categories:
   - Transit: Facilities, vehicles, and equipment, operating assistance for new transit service, etc. Include all transit projects whether administered by the FTA or the FHWA.
   - Shared Ride: Vanpool and carpool programs and parking for shared-ride services.
   - Traffic Flow Improvements: Traffic management and control services, signalization projects, ITS projects, intersection improvements, and construction or dedication of HOV lanes.
   - Demand Management: Trip reduction programs, transportation management plans, flexible work schedule programs, vehicle restriction programs.
   - Pedestrian/Bicycle: Bikeways, storage facilities, promotional activities.
   - I/M and other TCMS: Projects not covered by the above categories.
   - STP/CMAQ: Projects funded with flexible funds.

For reporting purposes, obligations for all CMAQ-eligible phases (beginning with the NEPA process) should be reported for the project they support.

2. The amount of CMAQ funds obligated or deobligated for each project during the Federal fiscal year. Enter deobligations as a negative number. (Do not include Advance Construct funds, as these are not obligations of federal CMAQ funds. Such projects should be reported later when converted to CMAQ funds.)

3. Emissions benefits (and disbenefits) for each project developed from project-level analyses. Report projected emissions benefits expected to occur in the first year that a project is fully operational, in kilograms reduced per day. Benefits should be reported the first time a project is entered into the system, and only then to avoid double counting of benefits. (Because funds may be obligated for a project over several years, an individual CMAQ project may show up in reports for several years, an individual CMAQ project may show up in reports for multiple years.) Additionally, address all pollutants for which the area is in nonattainment or maintenance status. Do not enter emissions benefits for deobligations or projects funded with flexible funds (STP/CMAQ).

4. Public-private partnerships and experimental pilot projects should be identified in the system. Transmit electronic versions of completed before-
and-after studies for experimental pilot projects to the Division offices (See Section VII.D.16., Experimental Pilot Projects).

5. Other required information: MPO, nonattainment/maintenance area, project description.

6. Optional information: TIP, State and/or FMIS project numbers—highly recommended. Other optional information includes: Greenhouse gas emission reductions, cost effectiveness, safety, congestion relief, and other ancillary benefits.

Appendix 1: 23 U.S.C. 149
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§ 149. Congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program

(a) Establishment.—The Secretary shall establish and implement a congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program for a transportation project or program under this section.

(b) Eligible Projects.—Except as provided in subsection (c), a State may obligate funds apportioned to it under section 104 (b)(2) for the congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program only for a transportation project or program if the project or program is for an area in the State that is or was designated as a nonattainment area for ozone, carbon monoxide, or particulate matter under section 107 (d) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7407 (d)) and classified pursuant to section 101 (a), 186(a), 186(a), or 186(b) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7511 (a), 7512 (a), 7513 (a), or 7513 (b)) or is or was designated as a nonattainment area under such section 107 (d) after December 31, 1997, or is required to prepare, and file with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to section 108(f)(1)(A) of the Clean Air Act (other than clause (xvi)) that the project or program is likely to contribute to—

(I) The attainment of a national ambient air quality standard; or

(II) The maintenance of a national ambient air quality standard in a maintenance area; and

(iii) A high level of effectiveness in reducing air pollution, in cases of projects or programs where sufficient information is available in the database established pursuant to subsection (h) to determine the relative effectiveness of such projects or programs; or.

(B) in any case in which such information is not available, if the Secretary, after such consultation, determines that the project or program is part of a program, method, or strategy described in such section 108(f)(1)(A):

(2) If the project or program is included in a State implementation plan that has been approved pursuant to the Clean Air Act and the project will have air quality benefits;

(3) The Secretary, after consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, determines that the project or program is likely to contribute to the attainment of a national ambient air quality standard, whether through reductions in vehicle miles traveled, fuel consumption, or through other factors;

(4) to establish a traffic monitoring, management, and control facility or program if the Secretary, after consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, determines that the facility or program, including advanced truck stop electrical systems, is likely to contribute to the attainment of a national ambient air quality standard; (removed “or”) (5) if the project or program improves traffic flow, including projects to improve signalization, construct high occupancy vehicle lanes, improve intersections, improve transportation systems management and operations that mitigate congestion and improve air quality, and implement intelligent transportation system strategies and such other projects that are eligible for assistance under this section.

(c) Other Required Information: TIP, State and/or FMIS project numbers—highly recommended. Other optional information includes: Greenhouse gas emission reductions, cost effectiveness, safety, congestion relief, and other ancillary benefits.
(C) shall apply other governmental financial purchase contributions in the calculation of net incremental cost.

(5) Prohibition on federal participation with respect to required activities.—A Federal participation payment under this subsection may not be made to an entity to fund an obligation imposed under the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.) or any other Federal law.

(f) Cost-Effective Emission Reduction Guidance.—

(1) Definitions.—In this subsection, the following definitions apply:

(A) Administrator.—The term ‘Administrator’ means the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.

(B) Diesel retrofit.—The term ‘diesel retrofit’ means a replacement, repowering, rebuilding, after treatment, or other technology, as determined by the Administrator.

(2) Emission reduction guidance.—The Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary, shall establish a list of diesel retrofit technologies and supporting technical information for—

(A) Diesel emission reduction technologies certified or verified by the Administrator, the California Air Resources Board, or any other entity recognized by the Administrator for the same purpose;

(B) diesel emission reduction technologies identified by the Administrator as having an application and approvable test plan for verification by the Administrator or the California Air Resources Board that is submitted not later than 18 months of the date of enactment of this subsection;

(C) available information regarding the emission reduction effectiveness and cost effectiveness of technologies identified in this paragraph, taking into consideration air quality and health effects.

(3) Priority.—

(A) In general.—States and metropolitan planning organizations shall give priority in distributing funds received for congestion mitigation and air quality projects and programs and apportionments derived from application of sections 104(b)(2)(B) and 104(b)(2)(C) to—

(i) diesel retrofits, particularly where necessary to facilitate contract compliance, and other cost-effective emission reduction activities, taking into consideration air quality and health effects; and

(ii) cost-effective congestion mitigation activities that provide air quality benefits.

(B) Savings.—This paragraph is not intended to disturb the existing authorities and roles of governmental agencies in making final project selections.

(4) No effect on authority or restrictions.—Nothing in this subsection modifies or otherwise affects any authority or restriction established under the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.) or any other law (other than provisions of this title relating to congestion mitigation and air quality).

(g) Intergency Consultation.—The Secretary shall encourage States and metropolitan planning organizations to consult with State and local air quality agencies in nonattainment and maintenance areas on the estimated emission reductions from proposed congestion mitigation and air quality improvement programs and projects.

(h) Evaluation and Assessment of Projects.—

(1) In general.—The Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, shall evaluate and assess a representative sample of projects funded under the congestion mitigation and air quality program to—

(A) determine the direct and indirect impact of the projects on air quality and congestion levels; and

(B) ensure the effective implementation of the program.

(2) Database.—Using appropriate assessments of projects funded under the congestion mitigation and air quality program and results from other research, the Secretary shall maintain and disseminate a cumulative database describing the impacts of the projects.

(i) Consideration.—The Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator, shall—

(A) consider the recommendations and findings of the report submitted to Congress under section 1101(e) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 144), including recommendations and findings that would improve the operation and evaluation of the congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program.

SAFETEA-LU Section 1808: Additional Provisions

The following provisions were included in the SAFETEA-LU Section 1808. These provisions do not amend 23 U.S.C. and therefore sunset when the SAFETEA-LU expires. To avoid confusion, they are presented here separate from the rest of the statutory text.

(g) Flexibility in the State of Montana.—

The State of Montana may use funds apportioned under section 104(b)(2) of title 23, United States Code, for the operation of public transit activities that serve a nonattainment or maintenance area.

(h) Availability of Funds for State of Michigan.—

The State of Michigan may use funds apportioned under section 104(b)(2) of such title for the operation and maintenance of intelligent transportation system strategies that serve a nonattainment or maintenance area.

(i) Availability of Funds for the State of Maine.—

The State of Maine may use funds apportioned under section 104(b)(2) of such title to support, through September 30, 2009, the operation of passenger rail service between Boston, Massachusetts, and Portland, Maine.

(j) Availability of Funds for Oregon.—

The State of Oregon may use funds apportioned on or before September 30, 2009, under section 104(b)(2) of such title to support the operation of additional passenger rail service between Eugene and Portland.

(k) Availability of Funds for Certain Other States.—

The States of Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio may use funds apportioned under section 104(b)(2) of such title to purchase alternative fuel (as defined in section 301 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (42 U.S.C. 13211)) or biodiesel.

Appendix 2: 23 U.S.C. 104(b)(2)

Apportion

(2) Congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program.—

(A) In general.—For the congestion mitigation and air quality improvement program, in the ratio that—

(i) the total of all weighted nonattainment and maintenance area populations in each State, bears to

(ii) the total of all weighted nonattainment and maintenance area populations in all States.

(B) Calculation of weighted nonattainment and maintenance area population.—Subject to subparagraph (A), the weighted nonattainment and maintenance area population shall be calculated by multiplying the population of each area in a State that was a nonattainment area or maintenance area as described in section 149(b) for ozone or carbon monoxide by a factor of—

(i) 1.05, if, at the time of apportionment, the area is a nonattainment area; or

(ii) 1.0 if, at the time of the apportionment, the area is a maintenance area.

(C) Minimum apportionment.—Notwithstanding any other provision of this paragraph, each State shall receive a minimum of 1% of the funds apportioned under this paragraph.

(D) Determinations of population.—In determining population figures for the
purposes of this paragraph, the Secretary shall use the latest available annual estimates prepared by the Secretary of Commerce.

Appendix 3: Considerations for Diesel Retrofit Projects

The term diesel retrofit includes any technology or system that achieves emission reductions beyond that required by the EPA regulations at the time of engine certification. Assuming all other criteria are met, eligible diesel retrofit projects include the replacement of high-emitting vehicles/equipment with cleaner vehicles/equipment (including hybrid or alternative fuel models), repowering or engine replacement, rebuilding the engine to a cleaner standard, the purchase and installation of advanced emissions control technologies (such as particulate matter traps or oxidation catalysts) or the use of a cleaner fuel to support eligible nonroad devices. The legislation defines retrofit projects as applicable to both on-road motor vehicles and nonroad construction equipment. Retrofit strategies include:

Emissions Control Technologies

The EPA and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) have retrofit technology verification programs that evaluate the performance of advanced emissions control technologies and engine rebuild kits. CMAQ-funded diesel retrofit projects must use retrofit technologies that are verified under the EPA’s Voluntary Diesel Retrofit Program or CARB. 32 A list of EPA-verified technologies is available at http://www.epa.gov/otaq/retrofit/retroverifiedlist.htm. CARB’s verification program can be found at http://www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/verdev/home/home.htm. In addition, for more detailed information on the cost-effectiveness of various diesel retrofit technologies, the EPA’s study, “The Cost-Effectiveness of Heavy-Duty Diesel Retrofits and Other Mobile Source Emission Reduction Projects and Programs” can be found at: http://www.epa.gov/cleandiesel/publications.htm.

Refueling

Refueling is eligible when combined with an overall diesel retrofit project for which the cleaner fuel is required. For example, ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) may be purchased as part of a project to install diesel particulate filters on highway construction equipment only because these devices require ULSD to function properly.

Fuel-related technologies identified in EPA’s list of retrofit strategies are eligible only until standards for such clean fuel are effective. For example, ULSD is eligible for CMAQ only until the standard is effective. For on-road use, ULSD is mandated for use in October 2006. According to EPA’s regulatory development calendar, low sulfur diesel (500 ppm of sulfur) will be required for nonroad use in 2007, while ULSD (15 ppm of sulfur) will be required for nonroad use in 2010.

Vehicle/Equipment Replacement Projects

Replacement projects occur when older vehicles/equipment are replaced with cleaner vehicles/equipment before they would have been removed through normal fleet turnover or attrition. The vehicle or equipment being replaced should be scrapped or the engine remanufactured to a cleaner standard. For areas that want to take credit in the SIP and transportation conformity processes for these projects, see the EPA’s retrofit guidance at: http://www.epa.gov/otaq/statereources/transconf/policy.htm#retrofit. Generally, the replacement vehicle or equipment would perform the same function as the vehicle or equipment that is being replaced (e.g., an excavator used to dig pipelines or utility trenches would be replaced by an excavator that performs these duties). In addition, the vehicle or equipment being replaced would be in good working order and be able to perform the duties of the new vehicle or equipment. Removing vehicles that no longer function or are at the end of their useful life will not lead to an emissions reduction.

Repower or Engine Replacement Projects

Engine replacement projects involve the replacement of an older, higher emitting engine with a newer, cleaner engine. Engine replacements can also be combined with emission control technologies. The engines being replaced should be scrapped or remanufactured to a cleaner standard. As noted above, for areas that want to take credit in the SIP and transportation conformity processes for these projects, see EPA’s retrofit guidance at: http://www.epa.gov/otaq/statereources/transconf/policy.htm#retrofit. New engines also must be EPA-certified. 33 For a complete list of all EPA certified large highway and nonroad engines, please consult the list at http://www.epa.gov/otaq/ certifydata.htm.

For more information on diesel retrofits, please see the EPA’s National Clean Diesel Campaign Web site at http://www.epa.gov/cleandiesel/.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Maritime Administration

Reports, Forms and Recordkeeping Requirements; Agency Information Collection Activity Under OMB Review

AGENCY: Maritime Administration, DOT.

ACTION: Notice and request for comments.

SUMMARY: In compliance with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.), this notice announces that the Information Collection abstracted below has been forwarded to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for review and approval. The nature of the information collection is described as well as its expected burden. The Federal Register Notice with a 60-day comment period soliciting comments on the following collection of information was published on August 8, 2008, and comments were due by October 7, 2008. No comments were received.

DATES: Comments should be submitted on or before November 19, 2008.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Thomas Harrelson, Maritime Administration, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington, DC 20590. Telephone: 202–366–5515; or E-mail: tom.harrelson@dot.gov. Copies of this collection also can be obtained from that office.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Maritime Administration (MARAD).


OMB Control Number: 2133–0013.

Type of Request: Extension of currently approved collection.

Affected Public: Shippers subject to Export/Import Bank financing.

Form Numbers: MA–518.

Abstract: 46 U.S.C. 55304, requires MARAD to monitor and enforce the U.S.-flag shipping requirements relative to the loans/guarantees extended by the Export-Import Bank (EXIMBANK) to foreign borrowers. Public Resolution 17 requires that shipments financed by EXIMBANK and that move by sea, must be transported exclusively on U.S.-flag registered vessels unless a waiver is obtained from MARAD.

Annual Estimated Burden Hours: 169 hours.

Addresses: Send comments to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, 725 17th Street, NW., Washington, DC 20503, Attention MARAD Desk Officer.

Comments Are Invited on: (a) Whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the agency, including whether the information will have practical utility; (b) the accuracy of the agency’s estimate of the burden of the proposed information collection; (c) ways to enhance the quality, utility and clarity of the information to be collected; and (d) ways to minimize the burden of the collection of information on respondents, including the use of automated collection techniques or other forms of information technology.

A comment to OMB is best assured of having its full effect if OMB receives it within 30 days of publication.

32 23 U.S.C. 149(b)(7) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(b)).

33 23 U.S.C. 149(b)(7) (SAFETEA–LU § 1808(b)).
### TABLE 1
**DEFINITION OF AGENCY ROLES IN CONSULTATION PROCESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>SIP</th>
<th>RTP</th>
<th>RTIP</th>
<th>CONFORMITY FINDINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead Agency on RTP, RTIP, and RTP and RTIP Conformity Findings</strong></td>
<td>1) Provide technical and policy consultation on emissions budgets.</td>
<td>1) Develop, implement and revise as necessary in a manner consistent</td>
<td>1) Develop, implement, and amend as necessary in a manner consistent</td>
<td>1) Properly document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Prepare system-based (facilities) and non-regulatory (programmatic) TCMs, based on SDAPCD criteria, for inclusion in the SIP.</td>
<td>with applicable regulations.</td>
<td>with applicable regulations.</td>
<td>determine conformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Provide consultation on proposed SIP revisions that relate to transportation and/or emissions budgets.</td>
<td>2) Incorporate TCMs developed with SDAPCD and Caltrans into the RTP.</td>
<td>2) Regularly obtain plans for regionally-significant federal and nonfederal projects from Caltrans and local agencies and consult with those agencies on possible alternatives, locations, design concept and scope for regional emissions analysis purposes.</td>
<td>between the SIP and RTPs, RTIPs, and amendments which involve projects not exempt from the federal transportation conformity regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Implement TCMs on schedule where responsible and monitor implementation of TCMs generally.</td>
<td>3) See also Subsection 3(A)(v). &quot;Lead Agency Responsibilities.&quot;</td>
<td>3) Regularly obtain changes to plans for regionally-significant federal and nonfederal projects and alternatives and make a new RTIP conformity determination when applicable.</td>
<td>2) Conduct transportation modeling and regional emissions analysis in accordance with applicable criteria and requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Recommend when SIP revisions are necessary to replace ineffective TCMs.</td>
<td>4) Solicit candidate projects from Cities, County, MTDB, NCTD, and Port District for inclusion in draft and final RTIP's.</td>
<td>4) Obtain written commitments for project-level and regional mitigation/ control measures which are identified as conditions for making conformity determinations for RTPs and/or RTIPs. Include project-level mitigation in the assumptions used in the regional conformity analysis.</td>
<td>3) Monitor and document implementation of TCMs in SIP in consultation with CWG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGENCY</td>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>RTP</td>
<td>RTIP</td>
<td>CONFORMITY FINDINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego County Air Pollution Control District (APCD)</td>
<td>1) Develop, implement, and revise transportation-related SIP revisions and rule-makings, in a manner consistent with applicable law, including the development of attainment/maintenance demonstrations, reasonable further progress reports, regulatory TCMs, and other actions which affect the mobile source emissions budget. 2) Consult with CWG on development of transportation-related SIP revisions, including development of new control measures and inclusion of TCMs (i.e., substitution or deletion). 3) Adopt emissions budgets in consultation with the CWG and in accordance with other conformity SIP provisions. 4) See also Subsection 3(A)(v), &quot;Lead Agency Responsibilities.&quot;</td>
<td>1) Provide consultation as appropriate on draft RTPs. 2) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in the Draft RTP.</td>
<td>1) Provide consultation as appropriate on proposed RTIPs. 2) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in the Draft RTIP.</td>
<td>1) Provide consultation to SANDAG on proper use of motor vehicle emissions budgets and other regional emissions modeling issues. 2) Collaborate with SANDAG to develop, implement, and revise TCM’s in a manner consistent with this and any other applicable agreements, laws, and regulations. 3) Consultation on draft RTP and RTIP conformity findings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1 - continued**

**DEFINITION OF AGENCY ROLES IN CONSULTATION PROCESS**
## Definition of Agency Roles in Consultation Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>SIP</th>
<th>RTP</th>
<th>RTIP</th>
<th>Conformity Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Agencies:</strong> Cities, County, MTDB, NCTD, Port District</td>
<td>1) Implement TCMs on schedule where responsible.</td>
<td>1) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in Draft RTP.</td>
<td>1) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in the Draft RTIP.</td>
<td>1) Perform hot-spot air quality analysis of candidate projects in accordance with § 93.125 of this procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Provide consultation on Draft RTP, EIR, and amendments.</td>
<td>2) Provide consultation on Draft RTIP and amendments.</td>
<td>2) Provide written commitments to implement (in the construction of the project or the operation of the resulting facility/service) any project-level mitigation identified as conditions for NEPA process completion with respect to localized air quality impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead Agency on Project-Level Conformity Findings</strong></td>
<td>3) Perform hot-spot air quality analysis of candidate projects in accordance with § 93.125 of this procedure.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Provide written commitments to implement (in the construction of the project or the operation of the resulting facility/service) any project-level mitigation identified as a condition for making a conformity determination for the RTP, RTIP or project.</td>
<td>4) Propose changes to, or elimination of, mitigation measures for conforming, regionally-significant projects to the CWG in accordance with § 93.125 of this procedure (e.g., if requirements are satisfied without the mitigation or control measures).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1 - continued**
## Definition of Agency Roles in Consultation Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>SIP</th>
<th>RTP</th>
<th>RTIP</th>
<th>Conformity Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Agencies: Caltrans</strong></td>
<td>1) Provide consultation on development of emissions budgets and overall transportation-related SIP revisions.</td>
<td>1) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in Draft RTP. 2) Provide consultation on Draft RTPs and amendments.</td>
<td>1) Submit candidate projects/programs for inclusion in Draft RTIP and RTP amendments.</td>
<td>1) Provide consultation to SANDAG on draft conformity determinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Provide consultation on development of TCMs for inclusion in SIP.</td>
<td>3) Review RTP and provide recommendations to the California Transportation Commission for inclusion in the State Transportation Plan.</td>
<td>2) Review and comment on Draft RTIP and amendments.</td>
<td>2) Determine project-level conformity of regionally-significant state transportation projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Implement TCMs for which Caltrans has responsibility.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Incorporate the Regional TIP into the Federal STIP (FSTIP) and submit it to FHWA Division and FTA Region.</td>
<td>3) Provide consultation to FHWA Division on SANDAG conformity determinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Provide consultation to ARB on proposed revisions to motor vehicle emissions factors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Air Resources Board</strong></td>
<td>1) Review draft and final SIP submittals for compliance with applicable requirements.</td>
<td>Provide consultation as appropriate.</td>
<td>Provide consultation as appropriate.</td>
<td>1) Provide consultation on draft conformity findings. 2) Provide consultation to federal agencies on final conformity determinations. 3) Develop, solicit input on and adopt updated motor vehicle emissions factors for use in conformity analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Transmit SIP submittals to EPA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Develop, solicit input on and adopt updated motor vehicle emissions factors for use in control strategy SIP development.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Provide consultation on emissions and air shed modeling as appropriate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Definition of Agency Roles in Consultation Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>SIP</th>
<th>RTP</th>
<th>RTIP</th>
<th>Conformity Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Agencies:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) | 1) Review and make findings on SIP revisions in a timely fashion.  
2) Notify affected agencies of final SIP actions, including findings of non-submittal, completeness, incompleteness, approval, and disapproval.  
3) Provide guidance on CAA requirements to other agencies.  
4) Provide USDOT with a 30-day comment period before making SIP findings. | Provide consultation on RTP as appropriate. | Provide consultation on RTIP as appropriate. | 1) Provide consultation to SANDAG on draft conformity determinations.  
2) Provide consultation to USDOT on final RTP and RTIP conformity determinations.  
3) Provide the most recent EPA-approved motor vehicle emissions factors for use in emission analysis. |
| **Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA)** | 1) Review and comment on SIP revisions within 30 days of EPA notification.  
2) Provide guidance to SANDAG on the conformity implications of SIP submittals as appropriate. | 1) Provide consultation on drafts.  
2) Determine conformity and notify CWG members and other affected agencies. | 1) Provide consultation on drafts.  
2) Determine conformity and notify CWG members and other affected agencies. | 1) Provide consultation to SANDAG on draft conformity findings.  
2) Determine conformity of SANDAG RTP, RTIP, and amendments.  
3) Consult with EPA and ARB during the 30 day comment period prior to making conformity determinations.  
4) Provide guidance on ISTEA planning regulations when relative to conformity determinations. |